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Memorandum on the publications submitted in candidature for the 
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
by L.L.LEVESON
The publications consist of thirteen research papers and two books 
published during the last fourteen years. Most of the research work 
reported concerns the physical and chemical properties of diazoketones.
In 1957 I started research on the synthesis of homologous series of 
aromatic acids by the Arndt-Eistert procedure, that is, the sequence
CH N Ag o, H O
RCoci ------- ^  RCOCHN^ Wolff rearrangement RCH^COOH +
This work was straightforward organic synthesis. From 1958, however, 
following my appointment as Lecturer in Physical Chemistry at the (then) 
Bristol College of Technology (later the Bristol College of Science & 
Technology (CAT)) I began to concentrate the research on the properties of 
the intermediates in the Arndt-Eistert reaction and as a result to investigate 
specifically the effects of particular substituents in the benzene nucleus of 
diazoacetophenones.
An interest in electrochemistry led naturally to a study of the 
electrochemical behaviour of these compounds and to the publication with 
D.M.Coombs (a final year project student) of the first-listed paper. In • 
this a novel interpretation of the results was proposed. From 1964 the 
study of the electrochemical properties of diazoacetophenones was pursued in 
greater depth in conjunction with M.Bailes, a research student. The 
suggested explanation of the polarographic behaviour of diazoacetophenones was
2 .
confirmed and an investigation was made into substituent effects, adsorption 
effects and the mechanism of the electrochemical reduction processes. This 
work 1 od 11 , ('lie puhlicA ti on of papers numbered 6. 10 arvJ 11 . arnî a paper by
Mr.Bailes, "A voltage limiting device for use with the polaroscope". Journal 
of the Polarographic Society, 89 (1967). M.Bailes was awarded the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy of the University of Bath in 1968.
During this period my electrochemical interests were reflected in the 
publication of two books, listed as 2 and 3. The first is an introductory 
monograph on electroanalysis, the second a translation of Abresch and Claassens' 
"Die Coulometrische Analyse". The latter exercise proved to be very helpful 
in the electrochemical research, as coulometry was used as an aid in establishing 
the electrode processes.
In 1965, D r .C.W.Thomas joined the staff of the Bristol Technical College, 
the establishment for junior teaching which had a shared site with the Bristol 
College of Science & Technology. On meeting him I learned that he was interested 
in starting up some research and we agreed that he should join me in the 
diazoketone work in the expectation that his expertise in organic chemistry and 
ray interest in physical chemistry might make a fruitful combination, and hence 
advance the research more effectively. We decided first to study the 
electronic spectra of diazoacetophenones as little had been reported. This 
gave rise to paper No.4. Our attention was then turned to the kinetics of the 
acid-catalysed hydrolysis of diazoacetophenones, in particular to the effect of 
nuclear substitution on the hydrolysis rate. The preliminary communication 
No.5 and the full paper No.7 resulted. The failure of the kinetic results 
for p-methoxy- and p-ethoxy-diazoacetophenones to fit the Hammett substituent 
constant correlation gave us the idea of studying the effect on the rates of 
changing the solvent composition. We also thought it of interest to investigate 
the so]vent-dependence of the activation parameters in two cases. Tliis work
3 .
gave rise to papers 8 and 9.
By this time (1970) I was a Lecturer in Physical Chemistry in the
University cf Bath and Dr.Thomas v/as a Lecturer at Bristol Polytechnic.
The results of the solvent effect studies were of such interest that the 
emphasis of the kinetic research shifted to a study of solvent effects.
Most of the work since 1970 has been concerned with the rates of acid- 
catalysed reactions in aqueous organic mixtures particularly with a view 
CO correlating the results and using them as a diagnostic test for mechanism. 
This involved the measurement of over a hundred Hammett acidity functions in 
aqueous-organic mixtures as well as hundreds of rate constants and some 
kinetic solvent isotope effect investigations. Papers 12, 13 and 14
resulted. It was found that a correlation of reaction rate constants with
solvent composition based on an approach similar to that of Bunnett was quite 
successful.
In 1975-76 Dr.Thomas spent a sabbatical leave working at the University 
of Bath during which we studied the electron impact spectra of 2-diazoaceto- 
phenones. Tlie results of this and some subsequent work enabled us to 
publish paper 15.
Al Ll'.cugli lliG work done by M.Bailes was carried out under my supervision 
and prepared for publication by me all the experimental work was done by him 
and the joint papers cited here are submitted as supporting evidence only.
My submission as a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy therefore 
rests mainly on the kinetic studies carried out during the association with 
Dr.C.W.Thomas since 1965. Although I introduced Dr.Thomas to this field, 
we have been essentially equal partners in the research for the majority of 
the period from 1965 to 1978. Some of the work was done independently in
Bath and Bristol but most of it has been carried out together.
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Our results suggest that the polarographic rcductiiai of dia/.oacetophtr.oiîe proceeds 
via ‘Vo’’-anhnoacetophenonc and acetophenone to g ive ;)henylmethyh'arbir.oi, ac­
cording to the following scheme:
I ' i r s t  .sU'p; ( ' . .I l  . c o c  l i N ,  7 1 1 * -i .  ( J  I ,C ( K 11 . . \  1 i ,  . \  i i ,
S e c o n d  s t e p :  I l . . M l i  ‘ j l l ^  | j  c - - f , . i  1-,C( K'l 1;, r  M  f 1 '
Third  step:  C„H.,Ct)t Ifj  -j- c I F  Ç 2 c - t'.-.l l.-.Cl 1 (( )11)C1 [;,
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erjual  h e i g h t  w e r e  o b t a i i u ' d ,  t h e  r n i d - p o i n t  b e t w i a n  t h e  w a v e s  b e i n g  a t  — i . t ip  r.s. 
S . C . K .  T h i s  s u g g e s t s  a  t o t a l  t w o - e l e c t r o n  r e d u c t i o n  t o  t h e  c a r b i n o i - b  A d d i u i o n  o f  
a c e t o p h e n o n e  t o  t h e  s o l u t i o n  o f  d i a / . o a c e t o p h e i i o n e  d i d  n o t  a f f e c t  t h e  f i r s t  a n d  s e c o n d  
w a \ e s  b u t  r e s u l t e d  i n  a n  i nc r e a . s e  i n  t h e  i i e i g h t  01 t h e  t h i r d  w a v e  ( s e e  F i g .  i ; .
The precipitate obser\'ed during controlled potential reduction at the potential of
the plateau of the first wa\ e m ay result from the further reaction of a m i n o a c  tophe-
none; it is known that amiuoaceto))henotte readily condenses to 2 .5 -diphcny!- 
3 ,G-dihydro|?yra;une which, in turn, is readily oxidi:/ed to tlte pyrtudm . T!:e nature of
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this prt'ciidlate and of llie other prodnets of the controlled potential t l-. ' ti <ly se s  is 
iieing in\ estigated.
It is interesting t< > compare tin's,- r, salts w ith those o| j'oi f a x i  ct n/. ' and < d Z f m a x  
AX!)  I I o k a k ' * .  'I'he first-named workers studied the polart'graphic heha\ iour of dia/o-  
acetophenone in a so]\-eut con-isting of 1 0 "̂ , ethanol (;0 "u w;it,'r containing \arious  
buffer systems. 'I'hey reported two rt'diu tion waves, with an ill-defined third w a \e  
observable in weakly acidic or weakly alktdine solution. At pit \ ahies greater than  
5 , the first w a \ e was attributed to a f)-elc< tnm  reduction to give the aminoketone,  
the second w a \e  was attributed to the reduction of the carbonyl gr(,up, and the third 
wave was supposed to be due to secondary electrode effects. Z f . m a x  a x d  1 hARÂR 
studied the reduction of . \-aminoketones in Britton Robinson Imffers. In tl.e case of 
substituted ‘‘e / ’-aminoacetoi>lu'noU('- the\' obtained two reduction \\ a\ es t he first 
of whic h was shown to be du(' to reduc lion of the C-X bond and the second to 
reduction of acetophenone. The \ \a \  es obtained by Zt'M.x.x AXD Hok.xk were similar 
to the second and third waves obtained liy us. These facts, taken in conjunction with  
the enhancement of the third wax e by acetophenone addition, are more cou.-iistent 
with the mechanism outlined above tiuin with that su.ggested bv F u f f a x i  ci ni.
Dcf^artnicut of C/icniistn' and iJiology, 
Collcyc of Sciciicc and 'J'adinology, 
lir istul j i  Gycat i iy itainj
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ELECTRONIC SPECTRA OF DIAZOACETOPHENONES
L. L. L e v e s o n  a n d  C. W . T h o m a s
Chemistry Department, Bristol College of Science and Technology 
Science Department, Bristol Technical College
{Received 15 June 1965; in revised form  30 July 1965)
Abstract—The electronic spectra o f diazoacetophenone and thirteen nuclear-substituted diazoaceto­
phenones are reported and discussed.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
A l t h o u g h  the reactions o f diazoketones have been extensively studied, the literature 
reveals a surprising scarcity o f  electronic spectral data for such compounds. We 
therefore report and discuss the results o f  our investigations into the UV and visible 
spectra o f  diazoacetophenone and a number o f  nuclear-substituted diazoacetophe­
nones.
U V  spectra
Table 1 lists the wavelengths o f  maximum absorption and molar extinction coeffi­
cients o f  diazoacetophenone in a number o f  different solvents. In m ost cases strong 
absorption bands aie observed, at approximately 210, 250 and 290 m/^. The intensity 
o f the absorption at 250 m,u decreases, compared with that at 290 m^, as the proton- 
donating power o f  the solvent increases. N o  solvent was found in which either o f  
these bands was completely eliminated and the absorption curves in aqueous solution  
were not significantly affected by changes in pH. In mixtures o f  butanol and hexane 
a well-defined isosbestic point was observed at 284 m^.
The UV spectra o f  thirteen nuclear-substituted diazoacetophenones in n-butanol 
and n-hexane are summarized in Table 2 which lists the wavelengths o f maximum  
absorption and the extinction coefficients o f  the compounds studied. All showed an 
absorption maximum at about 210 m u. .u-Methoxydiazoacetonhenotie andp-etboxy- 
diazoacetophenone displayed a single band only, whereas p-nitrodiazoacetophenone 
showed three absorption maxima, between 230 and 300 m p. All the other compounds 
investigated showed two absorption bands similar to those o f diazoacetophenone in 
this region. m-Nitrobenzene was anomalous in that the absorption in hexane was 
greatly suppressed.
With the exceptions o f the four compounds already mentioned, and o f  p-chloro- 
and m-trifluoromethyldiazoacetophenones all the compounds gave a well-defined 
isosbestic point in hexane-butanol mixtures. The wavelengths o f  the isosbestic 
points are also recorded in Table 2 and a typical family o f curves (that for p-methyl- 
diazoacetophenone) is shown in Fig. 1.
As Bloor and Copley^ have pointed out, there is no valid reason for expecting 
good correlations between spectroscopic data and reactivity substituent constants. 
Numerous attempted correlations o f  this type using the data o f  Tables 1 and 2
 ̂ A. J. Ullee Jr. and J. B, J. Soons, Rec. Trav. Chim. 71,565 (1952); from Organic Electronic Spectral 
Dam Vol. 1. Interscience (1960).
' J. E. Bloor and D , B. Copley, Chem. d  Ind. 526 (1960).
14 209
3
210 L. L. L e v e s o n  and C. W. T h o m a s
together with various reactivity substituent constants, were unsuccessful or only partially 
successful. A series o f  spectroscopic substituent constants (r,+, valid in hexane, can 
be calculated by Bloor and C opley’s m ethod using the data for substituted nitroben- 
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F ig . 1. U V  spectra o f  /7-methyldiazoacctophcnone in mixtures o f  n-hexane and 
n-butanol. The numbers arc the volum e per cent o f butanol in the mixture, c is in
1. niolc~^ cm -b
Fig. 2 show s a p lo t o f  this function against the frequency shifts (o f  the 250 m u  
band) produced by substituting the electron-releasing groups in the /i-p osition  o f  d ia­
zoacetophenone. T he result for /i-m ethoxyd iazoacetop henon e appears to be d is­
crepant. This m ay be due to the uncertain assignm ent o f  the absorption at 285 mw 
in the spectrum  o f  this com p oun d , or perhaps to an inherent w eakness in this type o f  
correlation (in  a different type o f  frequency correlation, described later, the result for 
the /7-m ethoxydiazoacetophenone gives a good  fit).
F or com parison purposes, data for /^-substituted benzaldéhydes and acctophenones  
(also taken from  R ef. 2) are included in Fig. 2, which confirm s the expected electron- 
attracting nature o f  the — COCHNC group. A nother interesting com parison  is o f  the 
w avelength displacem ents observed on both  m - and p -substitution  o f  d iazoaceto­
phenone w ith those obtained on  substitution  o f  benzaldehyde. T he results are show n  
in  F ig . 3 from  which it can be seen that the slope o f  the line relating the w avelength  
displacem ents is alm ost exactly unity (calculated by the least squares m ethod). It 
m ay be concluded that the electron-w ilhdraw ing ability o f  the — CO C H N g group is 
approxim ately the sam e as that o f  the — C H O  group and, therefore,^ interm ediate 
betw een that o f  the — NOg and — C C C H 3 groups.
The occurrence o f  an isosbestic point in the U V  bpcctra o f  m ost o f  the d iazcaceto- 
phenones siudled in m ixed solvents parallels the previously reported behaviour o f  
• J. C. Dearden and V/. F . Forbes, Cannd. J. Chem. 36, 1362 (1958).
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F ig . 2. Correlations between the spectroscopic substituent constant cr,+ and frequency 
shifts Av (in hexane) observed on introducingy?-substituents into 1. diazoacetophenone  
O ; 2. benzaldehyde A and 3. acetophenone □ .  The spectroscopic substituent 
constants were evaluated from the data for nitrobenzenes given in Ref. 3 and the data  
for benzaldehydes and acctophenones were taken from the same source. For conveni­
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F ig . 3. W avelength displacements observed on nuclear substitution o f  benzaldehyde 
and diazoacetophenone. All the values are for hexane as solvent; those for benzaldé­
hydes were taken from Reference 3, those for diazoacetophenones from Tables 1 and 2.
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F ig . 4. Frequency correlations according to the method o f  G owenlock and Morgan^®.
1. />-substituted benzaldehydes □ ;  2. /^-substituted nitrobenzenes O ; 3. //-substituted  
diazoacetophenones A ; 4. /«-substituted nitrobenzenes H ; 5. /«-substituted diazo­
acetophenones ©; 6. /«-substituted benzaldehydes A.
Ail the values are for hexane solution except that for m-methoxy nitrobenzene, which is 
for alcohol, and all are taken from reference 3 or Table 2. For convenience 0-(^28 has 
been added to the y-axis o f  line 1.
certain aliphatic d iazoketones. In  the latter cases the behaviour has been attributed  
t o  tautom erisni between azo and iso-d iazo forms^ and to an equilibrium  involving  
interaction between the d iazoketone and the solvent.^ H ow ever, it seem s m o si likely 
that the isosbestic points observed with b oth  aliphatic and arom atic d iazoketones can  
reasonably explained on the basis o f  conform ational isomerism.®
‘ F. A . M iller and W. B. W hite, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 79, 597 (1957).
‘ H. Fa hr, C. fiem. Her. 92. 398 ( 19591.
® C. Fecile, A . Fdiiani and S. G hcrseiti, Tetrahedron 20, S23 (1964); F . Kaplan and G . K. M eloy, 
Tetrahedron L etters N o . 35, 2427 (1964).
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It w as im possible to calculate rcasoncibly conslslcut values for the spectroscopic  
m om ent o f  the — C O C H N g group, using Platt’s values- for the m om ents o f  the other 
substituent group. This is n ot surprising in the light o f  the large extinction  coefficients 
o f  these absorption bands, and the apparent strong interaction o f  the — CO C H N g  
group with the benzene ring.
The strong ab so ’̂ ption bands at approxim ately 250 and 290 m/f m ay be due to  
intram olecular charge transfer in accordance with the ideas o f  T anaka e t al.,^ w ho  
consider it unlikely that the high intensity band o f  benzene 204 m //) w ould
be shifted to such a large extent by substitution. I f  this is correct the absorption at









(1. mole-*  
cm -*) (m/z)
(1. m ole-*  
cm-*) (m/z)
(max
(1. m ole-* 
cm -*)
Hexane 211 13,400 251 12,900 280 {sh) 10,200 290 {sh) 9,300
Cyclohexane 210 11,300 251 12,700 280 {sh) 9,900 290 {sh) 9,150
Acetonitrile 255 11,300 285 {sh) 10,800 295 11,300
D ioxan 253 10,650 285 {sh) 9,500 297 9,460
Chloroform 253 10,900 293 11,100
Butanol 210 6,200 252 12,000 297 12.900
Ethanol* 210 13,800 252 12,000 297 12,600
Water 200 ish) 11,600 .2 5 0 9,520 297 15,000
(sh) indicates a shoulder on the absorption curve.
* Amax values o f  251 m /i (es-ax 135 1. mole~* cni~0 and 296 m/i (emax 195 1. m ole' 
been reported previously* for etnanol as solvent.
cm-*) have
approxim ately 210 m/z in the spectra o f  d iazoketones m ay be attributed to an ->  
Bju transition. A lternatively, the bands at 250 and/or 290 m/z m ay be considered as 
the shifted 204 m n (A^g ->  B jJ  band o f  benzene and the band at 210 m/z w ould  have 
som e other origin, as was suggested by D ou b  and Vandenbelt^ in their spectral 
studies on substituted benzene derivatives.
G ow enlock  and MorgaiP® consider that the frequency correlations obtained with  
D ou b  and V'andenbelt’s results support the latters’ explanation o f  the origins o f  the 
U V  absorption bands o f  d isubsiituted benzene derivatives. They obtained a linear 
relationship between the relative frequency shifts, (vi — o f  a series o f  d isub­
stituted derivatives (substituent T  being com m on) and the relative frequency shifts o f  
m onosubstituted benzene derivatives, (vy  — P2V^h> where I’n is the value for benzene.
Frequency correlations with our results are poor for the absorption  at approxi­
m ately 210 m il, but reasonably good  for the absorption at approxim ately 250 n\u  in 
hexane as can be seen from  Fig. 4 . The result for /i-n itiod iazoacetop h en on e is an om ­
alous and is not show n; G ow enlock  and M organ also report discrepancies with  
/i-n itro substituted com pounds. The result for /n -trifluorom ethyldiazoacctophenone  
fits the line if 2max =  294 m/z is chosen. This is not an unreasonable choice, since the 
absence o f  an isosbestic point in the spectrum  o f  this com pound suggests that the
’ J. R . Platt, J. Chem. Fhys. 19, 265 (1951).
® J. Tanaka, S. Nagakiira and M. K obayashi, J. Chem. Phys. 24, 311 (1956),
® L. D oub and J. M. Vandenbclt, J. Amer. Chem. Snc. 69, 2714 (19t7); 71, 2414 (1949).
*® B. G . G owenlock and K. J. M organ, Spectrochim. A cta  17, 310 (1961).
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baiiûb at 2JG aiiù 290 lû/t in Oiis CuSv arc n et com parable vrith rhc bande at these  
wavelengths in the spectra o f  other substituted d iazoacetophenones.
For com p aiison , Fig. 4 also show s the frequency correlations obtained with the 
corresponding bands o f  substituted nitrobenzenes and benzaldehydes in hexane. In 
all cases the correlations are quite good  for m eta  and para  derivatives.
Visihle spectra
In carbon tetrachloride and chloroform  so lu tions all the d iazoacetophenones  
studied exhibited a low  intensity absorption  band (2ma.\ ca. 400 m/z, emax ca. 25 1. 
moie~^ cm “^). The electronic transition involved is probably o f  the n ->  tt* type due 
to  the diazo group, in  view  o f  the fact that the band shows the characteristic blue 
(hypsochrom ic) shift on changing to the m ore polar solvent. The Amax and Cmax 
values varied with concentration and in relatively dilute solu tions (ca. 0-05M ) the 
band developed fine structure.
A  m ore detailed study o f  the visible spectra o f  these substances is being undertaken.
E X P E R I M E N T A L  ,
The diazoacetophenones used in this study were all prepared by the method o f  Newm an and BeaP* f
and the m .ps have been recorded by other workers.***-** A  dry ethereal solution o f  the appropriate j
acyl chloride (0 25 m ole) in ether (1 1.) was added with stirring to a solution containing diazomcthanc ;
(0 3 mole) and tricthylamine (0 3 mole) in dry ether (1 5  1.) at 0°. The mixture was then allowed to j
stand at room temp for 2 hr, filtered to remove the precipitated triethylamine hydrochloride and the i
diazoketone was isolated by evaporation o f  the ethereal filtrate at about 40". The crude diazoketones i
were purified by recrystallization to constant m.p. from pet. ether or, in the cases o f  the m- and p~ j
nitrodiazoacetophenones, from abs EtO H. Diazom ethanc was prepared by the m ethod o f  de Boer.*’ j
Tiio U V  and visible spectra were obtained using a Pcrkin-Elmer model 137 recording spectro­
photometer. The solvents used were analytical reagent or spectroscopic grade, with dilutions as j
necessary. (
** M. S. Newm an and P. Beal, J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 71, 1506 (1949); 72, 5163 (1950). j
*’ W. Bradley and G. Schwartzenburg, J. Chem. Soc. 2904 (1928). I
*’ P. Karrcr and W GralT, Helv. Chhn. A cta  28, 824 (1945). \
*' W. M . M organs, R. R obinson and \V. Baker, J. Chem. Soc. 374 (1933). . j
*“ E. R. Marshall, J. A. Kuck and R. C. Eldcrficld, J. O t j .  Chem. 7, 444 (1942). |
”  .U  L. W ilds and A. L. Meader, J. Orp. Ch>^m. 13, 763 (1948). !
*’ F. Arndt, B. Eistert and W. Partale, Ber. Dtsch. Chem. Ces. 60, 1364 (1927). ‘
*® M . Bcrenbom and W. S. Fones, J. Am er. Chem. Soc. 71, 1629 (1949).
*» T. J. de Boer, Rec. Trav. Chim. 73, 229 (1954).
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Substituent Effects in the Hydrolysis of co-Diazoacetophenones
B y C. W. Thom as and L . L . Leveson  
B ristol Technical College and B ristol College o f  Science and Technology, B ristol
Substituent effects in  the acetolysis o f  a num ber o f  
w -oiazoacetoph en ones have been studied by Lane and  
Feller,' w ho concluded  that the m echanism  involved  a 
bim olecular rate-determ ining reaction between the 
protonated  d iazok etone and acetate ion , and by T suno  
and Yukaw'a,2 w ho correlated the results by m eans o f  
a m odified H am m ett relationship. The acid-catalysed  
hydrolysis o f  d iazok etones in aqueous dioxan has been  
studied by D ahn and Gold,^ with perchloric acid as 
catalyst. 1 hey suggested that, under these con d itions, 
the m echanism  consisted  o f  a protonation  equilibrium , 
follow ed by % nim olecular rate-determ ining loss o f  
nitrogen from  the protonated  substrate, follow ed by 
rapid reaction o f  the resultant carbonium  ion with  
water. O f the eight com p oun ds used in their study, 
only two wrre nuclear-substituted w -diazoaceto- 
phcnones. W e considered that it would be o f  interest 
to study substituent effects under con d itions sim ilar 
to those used by D ahn  and G old.
W> have investigated therefore the d ecom position  o f  






F i g .— Correlation o f  the ra te  constants fo r  the hydrolysis o f  
tù-d:azGacctQph:noms ; 59/50 (v/v) dioxan-'.vater mixture contain­
ing Ü -091M perc hioric acid  with the H am m ett substituent constant o. 
Temperature 10 5"c.
substituted d iazoacetophenones in a 50%  (v/v) 
dioxan-w ater m ixture, with perchloric acid as catalyst. 
The first-order reactions were follow ed  at four 
different tem peratures in the range 10-5° to 30°c  by 
m easuring the volum e o f  nitrogen evolved  as the 
reaction proceeded. The integrated first order rate 
constants were generally reproducible to ±  3% or 
better.
Excluding the results for /i-m ethoxy and p-ethoxy  
derivatives, the rate constants are in excellent agree­
m ent with the H am m ett relationship-^ at each tem pera­
ture studied. A  typical regression line, that at 10-5°c, 
and the discrepant /j-m ethoxy and p-ethoxy results are 
shown in the Fig. The correlations are not im proved  
by the treatm ent o f  Tsuno and Y ukaw a, referred to  
above, and it can be inferred that only in the cases o f  
p -m ethoxy and p-ethoxy substitution  is there any large 
resonance contribution  to stabilisation o f  the transition  
state.
In m any o f  the cases studied the activation  para­
m eters show ed a m arked tem perature dependence. 
H ow ever, the activation  entropies, calculated for the 
tem perature intervals 10-5-18, 18-25, and 2 5 -3 0 °c , 
generally had values in the approxim ate range — 10 to  
+  10 e.u. This observation is in agreement^ with the 
A-1 m echanism  suggested by D ahn  and G old .
R eceived  Afay  3, 1966
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EoF polarographic half-wave potentials for 
m any series o f  organic comj^ounds have  
been found to obey  a modified H am m ett  
equation,^
(E'l)x — P - r O’x -r (Ei)i (V
where is ilte H am m ett  substituent con ­
stant for substituent X ,  and p_  ̂ is a reaction  
constant in volts, characteristic of  the 
reducible group but independent of  the 
substituent. T h e  polarographic behaviour  
of  cu-diaxoacctophenoni and thirteen taeta- 
and /)ora-substi(uted cu-diazoacetophenones 
has been exam ined in X ,X -dim eth y l-  
formamide and in aqtieous buffer solution 
and the half-wave potentials have been  
tested for conformity to equation ( 1 L
1 he measurements in dimeihyllbi m am ide  
were carried out at 25°C using 0 - l M tetra- 
ciariii'jiuriiuiii biKuiisie as .sitppoi tmg elec- 
tro'vte A  mercury pool reference electrode 
was used as recom m ended by Given, Peover 
and Schoen.2 Polarograms w ith well-defined  
fiist waves and rather poorly-defined second  
waves were obtained. T h e  diffusion currents 
for the first waves corresponded to the 
addition o f  one electron. In all eases the 
plot o f  E vs. log (i(i — i /i) was a good straight 
line, the slope o f  which approximated to 
the theoretical value for a reversible, one  
electron reduction. Such reversible, one  
electron additions are. o f  course, quite  
co)Timonly observed in the polarography o f  
«jrganic com pounds in aprotic solvents.^ 
oj-Diazoacetophenone and the /?-chloro,
/;-nitro and w-nitro substituted oj-diazoaceto- 
phenones were also exam ined by oscillo­
graphic polarography using a Polaroscope.^ 
The electrodes and supporting electrolyte 
were the same as for the half-wave potential 
m easurements in dimethylformamide. T h e  
Polaroscope traces for all four tu-diazoaeeto- 
phenones showed that the first waves are 
reversible and the second waves are irre­
versible. In studying the first w ave an 
electronic device, full details o f  which will 
be published later, was used to limit the 
negative potential excursions to a point on 
the plateau o f  the wave. 'The reversible pair 
o f  incisions given by the first w ave o f  co- 
diazoacetophenone is shown in the figure.
Since llie product o f  the reduction is a 
radical anion, electron withdrawing substitu­
ents would be expected to sliift the Italf-wave 
potential to iiioic p o s i u v e  values, ai*u iius 
was found to be the case. The half- a ave 
potentials for the first wave in dirnelhyl-  
formamide at 25 C are listed in the 'Table, 
together with the H am m ett  substituent 
constants.^ Excepting die points for the 
two nitro-derivatives, the jilot o f  (E,)x vs. 
0^ gave a good straight line. The equation  
o f  the line calculated by the least squares 
m ethod and excluding the results for the 
nitro com pounds is
(Ei).x =  0 1 6 1  (Tx -  0-745
with a correlation coefficient o f  0-989 and a 
standard deviation of  0-0063.
T h e  discrepancy o f  the results for the
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- 0 - 7 9 4
- 0 - 2 6 8
p-Br
- 0 - 7 1 3
0-232
- 0 - 7 8 5
- 0 - 2 4
m-F
A-CH,
- 0 - 7 6 1
- 0 - 1 7 0
m-Cl
w-CHj
- 0 - 7 6 1
- 0 - 0 6 9
772-Br




- 0 - 6 8 1
0-391
H
- 0 - 7 4 8
0
m-CF.
- 0 - 6 7 8
0-43
p-F
- 0 - 7 2 6
0-062
m-NO,
- 0 - 5 3 2
0-710
p-Cl
- 0 - 7 0 3
0-227
/ . - N O ,
- 0 - 3 9 8
0-778
“ W il ls  vs. m ercury  pool.
nitro-substitutcd cu-diazoacetophenones is 
probably due to the fact that, with these 
com pounds, the electron addition takes 
place at the nitro group rather than the 
diazoketone group (nitrobenzene is more 
readily reduced than cu-diazoacetophenone : 
the hall-wave potential o f  nitrobenzene in 
dim ethylform am ide was found to be 
—0-638 V  vs. a mercury pool, approxi­
mately 0-1 V  more positive than that of  
diazoacetophenone).
The polarographic behaviour o f  the o>- 
diazoacetophenones has also been invcsti-
A
F i g .  1. Polaroscope trace for the first w a v e  o f  
œ-diazoacetophenone  in d im eth y lform am id e ,  0 -1 IVI 
tc iraethyla inm onium  brom ide ,  at 25°C.
gated in aqueous buffer solutions. T h e  
nitro derivatives are anomalous in that they  
show a first wave due to the reduction o f  
the nitro group. All the other substituted  
co-diazoacetophenones give three polaro­
graphic waves, similar to those reported for 
diazoacetophenone itself,® and usually corre­
sponding to six, two and two electron steps 
respectively. The first, six electron, reduc­
tion is irreversible and appears to be con ­
trolled by adsorption processes in a manner  
similar to that suggested by Lav iron" to 
explain the polarographic behaviour o f  
dipyi idylethylenes. It î  not surprising, 
therefore, that the reduction potentials in 
aqueous solution do not show a correlation  
with substitucitt constant.T* Turther work  
on the reduction o f  cu-diazoacetophenones in 
aqueous buffer solutions is in progress.
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Substituent Effects in the Hydrolysis of Diazoacetophenone ^
By L. L. L e v e s o n  * and C. VV. T h o m a s ,  j  School of Chemistry, Bath University of Technology, Ashley Down,  
Bristol 7
First-order rate constants for the acid catalysed hydrolysis of w-d iazoacetophenone and twelve m eta-  and para- 
substituted diazoacetophenones in a water-dioxan mixture have been measured at four different temperatures. 
Except for the p-m ethoxy-  and p-ethoxy-derivativcs the results at each temperature are well correlated by the 
Hammett substituent constants.
Experiments at intermediate temperatures did not support the temperature-dependence of som e of the activation 
parameters indicated by preliminary experiments. Most of the com pounds studied have approximately the same  
apparent enthalpy of activation. The apparent activation entropies are in the approximate range + 9  to - 6  cal.'K" .̂ 
It is possible that a compensating relationship exists between isH ' and A5* in the case  of the m efa-halogen-  
substituted diazoacetophenones studied.
and Gold  ̂recently showed that the decomposition 
a number of diazo-ketones in w ater-dioxan mixtures 
the presence of perchloric acid was specifically cata- 
red by hydrogen ion. Deuterium exchange studies 
jdicated that the reaction was of the -41 type and 
iuld be represented as follows:
R C O C H N , - f  H+:  
R C O C H jN , -  
RCOCHj -F H,0
R C O C H jN ,  pre-equil ibrium
R C O C H j - f  N ,  rate-determining
- S -  R C O C H jO H  - f  H+ fast
Of the eight com pounds studied  b y  D ahn and Gold 
ily one vVd.b a riucleai-sub.->ijl.uied diazoaeetuphenuiie. 
W e now  report a k inetic in vestigation  of the effect 
nuclear su bstitu tion  on the rate of hydrolysis of 
iazoacetophenone at tem peratures in the range 10 5—  
The so lven t w as 50%  w ater-d ioxan  m ixture and  
e ca ta ly st  w as approxim ately  0 OOM-perchloric acid, 
m e w hat sim ilar in vestigation s h ave been reported  ̂
the so lv o ly sis  of su b stitu ted  d iazoacetophenones in 
j^cial acetic  acid  and acetic acid -w ater.
^PER IM EN TA I.
M a te r ia ls .— T h e d ia z o -k e to n e s  h a v e  all b een  rep o rted .  
k e y  v ,ere  prepared  b y  tr ea tin g  th e  ap p ro p ria te  a c id
4  Presen t  address :  Sc ience  D e p a r tm e n t ,  Br is to l  Technica l
liege,  A s h le y  D o w n ,  Br is to l  7.
* F or a prel im inary  acco u n t  see C. W .  T h o m a s  and L. L.  
^veson, Chem. and  Ir .d .,  lUbb, 12Ü4.
* H . D a h n  and H .  Gold, Helv. Chim. A c ta .  1963, 46, 983.
* (a) J . F. L ane and R. L. Feller,  J .  A m e r .  Chem. Soc.,  1951,  
I, 4230 ,  [b) Y. T su n o ,  T. Ib a ta ,  and Y .  Y u k a w a ,  Bull. Chem.  
\c. J a p a n ,  1959, 32, 960;  (c) Y . Y u k a w a  and Y .  T suno, ibid .,
965.
ch lo r id e  w ith  d ia z o m eth a n e  in  th e  p resen ce  o f tr ic th y l­
a m in e  a cco rd in g  to  th e  m eth o d  o f N ew m a n  and Beal,® 
e x c e p t  for w -n itr o d ia z o a ce to p h en o n e . O w in g  to  th e  low  
so lu b ility  o f th is  p ro d u ct in  e th er  a b e tter  y ie ld  w as o b ta in e d  
b y  o m itt in g  th e  tr ie th y la m in e  and  u sin g  an e x ce ss  o f  d i­
a z o m eth a n e , th u s  a v o id in g  c o n ta m in a tio n  w ith  a m in e  
h y d ro ch lo r id e . B efo re  use  th e  d ia z o -k e to n e s  w ere r e c r y s ta ll­
ised  to  c o n s ta n t  m . p. from  lig h t p etro leu m  or a lcoh o l.
A n a la R  d io x a n  w a s purified  b y  pro lon ged  reflu x in g  w ith  
so d iu m  fo llo w ed  b y  fra ctio n a l d is t il la t io n . G as c h r o m a to ­
g r a p h y  w ith  a P erk in -E lm er  F ra c to m eter  and d in o n y l  
p h th a la te  s ta t io n a r y  p h a se  a t  110° sh o w ed  th e  d io x a n  lo b e  
b e tte r  th a n  99-8%  pure and  th e  o n ly  d e te c ta b le  im p u r ity  
to  b e  a re ta l. T<iar.h b a tc h  o f purified d io x a n  w as further  
ch eck ed  b y  m ea su r in g  th e  rate  o f  d eco m p o sitio n  of w -d iazo-  
a c e to p h e n o n e  un d er  sta n d a rd  co n d itio n s .
P erch lor ic  ac id  so lu tio n  w a s prepared  by  d ilu tin g  A n a la R  
perch lor ic  ac id  (98% ) w ith  d istilled  w a ter. T h e  perch lor ic  
ac id  s to c k  so lu tio n  w a s foun d  b y  titr a t io n  to  be 0-3640.M.
R a te  M e a su re m e n ts .— T h e  r ea c tio n s  w ere  fo llo w ed  b y  
m ea su r in g  th e  r a tes  o f e v o lu tio n  o f n itrogen  in a gas b u re tte . 
A p p r o x im a te ly  1 m illim o le  o f d ia z o k e to n e  w a s d isso lv ed  
in  10 m l. o f  50%  w a te r -d io x a n  (equal v o lu m e s  o f  w a ter  
an d  d io x a n ) in  o n e  arm  of a tw in -lirn b ed  rea ctio n  flask . 
In  th e  o th er  arm  w a s p la ced  10 m l. o f  a so lu tio n  prepared  
b y  m ix in g  e q u a l v o lu m e s  o f d io x a n  an d  th e  sto c k  so lu t io n  
o f perch lor ic  a c id . T he  rea c tio n  flask  w a s  p laced  in  a th erm o -
* W . B r a d ley  and G. Schw artzenburg .  / .  Chem. Soc.,  1928,  
2904;  W . M Morgans, R. R ob inson ,  and W. Baker, ib id . ,  1933, 
374;  E. R. Marshal, J. A. K uck, and R. C. Eldcrficld, J. Org. 
Chem.,  1942, 7, 444;  A. L. W ilds  and A. L. Meador,  ibid.,  1948, 13, 
703; F. Arndt,  B . Ei'stcrt, and vV. Rartaic,  Her., 1927, 6U, 1304; 
M. B c ren b om  and W . S. F ones,  J. A m e r .  Chem. Soc., 1949, 71, 
1629; P. Karrer and  W . Graff, Helv. Chtm . Acta ,  1945, 28, 824;  
II .  N . Beck, P h .D .  Thesis,  U n iv e r s i ty  of  M ichigan, 1957.
‘ M. S. N e w m a n  and P. F .  Beal,  J .  A m er .  Chem. Soc. , 1949, 
71. 1500;  1950, 72, 5163.
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sta t  bath  and connected  to  the gas burette w hich conta ined  
50%  w a ter-d io x a n  as levelling  fluid to  avoid  d istilla tion  
problem s. T he bath tem perature w as m easured to  + 0  02° 
w ith  a p la tin u m  resistance therm om eter and controlled  to  
± 0  01°. T he connectin g  tul>e, ex cep t for short, flexible  
connection s, w as th erm o sta lied  a t ih e  batii tem perature, 
as w as th e  gas burette, b y  w ater circu lated  from  a second
T a ble  1
Specific rates (iO««A, min."^) for th e  hyd ro lysis of d iazo­
acetop h en on es in 50%  d io x a n -w a ter , 0-09m in per­
chloric acid
Subsh 10-5“ 1 8 0 “ 25* 30“ 21 5* 15*
/>-N0* ........ 0 175 0-520 1-19 2 09 0-790
m-NO, ........ 0-239 0-628 1-48 2-69
m-Br ............  0-51! 1-26 3-21 5 46 2-26 1-00
w-Cl ............  0-632 1 63 3-25 6-52 2-32 0-943
m-F   ........... 0-502 1-62 4-39 8-49
p-B r ............  0-752 2-10 4-79 8-82
p-Cl ............  0-858 2-24 6-54 9-83 3-42
p -F .................  I 48 3-50 8-40 15-0
H .................  1-93 4-99 12-9 22-3
  2-32 5-86 13-6 27 3 8 86 3-97
p-Me .............  3-37 8 80 21-8 38-5
p-EtO ........ 3-16 20-2 47-6 94 1 33-9 14-7
p-MeO ........ 8-20 20-6 47-1 33 6 14-6
th erm o sta t bath . A fter therm al equilibrium  w as e sta b ­
lished (usually  20— 30 m in.) the liquid in the gas burette  
w as leve lled  and the reaction started  b y  vigorous m echanical 
shaking w hich w as continued  throughout th e  run.
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M ean v a lu es o f th e  rate con stan ts, usually  reproducible to  
better  than  ± 3 % , are sum m arised in T able 1.
E nth alp ies and E ntropies o f A c tiva tio n .— E nth alp ies and 
entropies of activation  were calcu lated  from the “ activa tion  
p l o t s ” (p lots of log k \T  aga inst 1/T) b y  a least-squares  
procedure,” tne absolu te  rate equation  * being assum ed for 
reactions in solution  w ith  a transm ission coefficient of 
u n ity , and w ith  A //*  and AS* assum ed to  be co n stan t  
over the tem perature range studied . For each com pound, 
runs were carried o u t a t as m any different tem peratures, 
betw een  10-5 and 30°, as were needed to  reduce the co n ­
fidence lim its  in  A //*  to  w ith in  1 kcal. mole'*. In  every  
case th e  a c tiva tion  p lo t approxim ated  to -a  straight line. 
V alues o f the a c tiva tion  param eters so calculated are in 
T able 2. In calcu lating the a c tiva tion  entropies an a llow ­
ance of 4-8 cal. °K'* was m ade for the l i  In term .
DISCUSSION
Except for the results for the ^-m ethoxy- and 
/>-ethoxy-dcrivatives, statistical treatment of the data 
for 10-5, 1.8, 25, and. 30° reveals ver}' good agreement 
with the Ham mett  ̂ equation, log A =  log % ±  o?. 
A typical plot is shown in Figure 1. Table 3 records 
the constants log % and p of the regression lines for the 
meta-, unsubstituted and /b-nitro-derivatives and for all 
derivatives (excluding />-methoxy and ^-ethoxy), to­
gether with the standard deviation from the regression 
line and the correlation coefficient.^ The negative value
T a b l e  2
A ctiv a tio n  param eters for the decom position  of d iazoacetophenones in  50%  d io x a n -w a ter , 0 -0 9 m  in perchloric acid
Substituent  
A/7* (kcal. mole'*)
p-N O,  
21-1 ±  0-7
AS* (cal. *K-*) ........  - 4 - 5  ±  0-5
Substituent  
A //*  (kcal. mole'*)
p -F  
19-8 ±  0 5
AS* (cal. *K'*) ........  - 5 - 0  ± 0 - 4
m-NO; 
21-4 ±  0-9 
- 2 - 9  ±  0-7
m-Br  
20-1 ±  0-9 
- 6 - 7  ±  0-6
m-Cl 
21-2 ±  0-7
- 2 - f  ±  0-6
m-F  
24 3 ±  0-5 
+  8-9 ±  0-4
H m-Me p-Me p-EtO
21-5 ±  1 0  21-2 ±  0-5 20-7 ±  0 2 20-6 ±  0-7
+ 1 - 5  ±  0  9 + 0 -7  ±  0-4 0 0 ±  0 2 + 1 -1  ±  0-5
The confidence limits are calculated for 95% probability.
p-B r  
20-8 ±  0-4 
- 2 - 7  ±  0-3
p-MeO 
20-5 ±  0 6 
+  0-9 4- 0-4
P-Ç1 
23-9 ±  0-5 
- 2 - 1  -t- 0 3
T a b l e  3
Correlations w ith  th e  H a m m ett equation , log k =  log Aj po
log A,
Temp. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
10-5* - 2 - 7 6 8 - 2 - 7 5 1 - 1 - 3 0 5 - 1 - 3 3 2 0-062 0-054 0 991 0-992
18-0 - 2 - 3 3 7 - 2 - 3 3 7 - 1 - 2 5 6 - 1 - 2 7 4 0-043 0-044 0-895 0-994
25 0 - 1 - 9 4 4 - 1 - 9 9 6 - 1 - 2 8 5 - 1 - 2 9 9 0-047 0-050 0-995 0-993
30-0 - 1 - 6 6 8 - 1 - 6 8 6 - 1 - 3 1 5 - 1 - 3 0 5 0-046 0-050 0-995 0-993
(1) Column 1 lists values calculated by use of the results for meta-, unsubstituted, and p-nitro-derivatives; column 2 lists values  
calculated by use of all results except those for p -m ethoxy-  and p-ethoxy-derivatives. (2) Values of c  were taken from ref. 9. 
(3) s =  Standard deviation from the regression line; r  =  correlation coefficient.
For each com pound at each tem perature, three runs were  
carried ou t, th ese  generally  being follow ed up to  90%  
conversion  for th e  faster runs and a t least 50%  conversion  
for the slower. M easured vo lum es were corrected w hen  
necessary  for changes in the dead volum e due to  changes in 
th e  atm ospheric pressure. R a te  co n stan ts were calcu lated
4 1 f » *«., » A » - 4 ' . . . i*. 1 I f 1
(1% — F,) a ga in st f v.-crc invariab ly  ex ce llen t stra igh t lines.
• S. Classtone, K. J. Laidicr, and H. Eyring, " The Theory  
of Rate Processes,” McGraw-Hill Buck Co., Inc., N ew  York,  
1941.
of reaction constant ? implies a positive charge at the 
reaction site, which is consistent with the observed 
influence of electron-donating and electron-withdrawing 
substituents.
As the overall regression lines are very close to those 
for the meia- derivatives the con elations are not improved 
bv aopiving the Y ukawa and Tsuno equation ^ log k — 
log % +  p[o ±  7?(o+ — o)]. in  this equation is a
’ L. P. H am m ett ,  ” Physical Organic Chemistry," McGraw-  
Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1940.
» H. H. Jafïé, Chem. Rev., 1953, 53. 230.
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constant for a reaction series and the term R{a^ — a) is 
a measure of the “ additional transition state resonance 
requirement ” of the reaction. Our results contrast with 
those obtained for the acetolysis of diazoacetophenones, 
which were significantly improved by the Yukawa 






- 0  3 + 0 6  + 0  9+ 0  3
O '
F i g u r e  1 Correlation of the rate constants for the hydrolysis cf 
w-diazoacetophenones at 30°c with the Hammett substituent 
constant a
resonance stabilisation of the transition state is signifi­
cant only for the ^-m ethoxy- and />-ethoxy-derivatives, 
possible structures being (I) and (II). It seems reason-
R - O
(I)






- >  R - O
C





able to suggest that, with these two compounds, a 
different mechanism is involved from that operating 
with the others members of the series. It is noteworthy  
that the results for both p-m ethoxy- and p-ethoxy- 
derivatives can be fitted to the regression line at all four 
temperatures by ascribing to each a substituent constant 
of -0 -4 9 5  ±  0-015.
Despite the size of the confidence lim its of the activ­
ation parameters it is obvious that in many cases the 
differences in rate between members of the series are, 
to a considerable extent, due to differences in the entropy  
of activation.
The magnitude of the entropies of activation could 
possibly be taken as support for the .41 mechanism  
suggested by Dahn and Gold  ̂ (for the A2  acetolysis of 
diazoacetophenones the entropies of activation are in 
the range —18 to —23 cal. °k*  ̂^ ), although suggestions 
regarding the mechanism m ust be guarded if based on 
entropy considerations alone.®
The calculated values of AS* listed in Table 2 are the 
sum of the true activation entropy and the entropy of 
the protonation reaction. The latter is expected to be 
positive, on the basis that the proton is solvated  
to  a greater extent than the protonated substrate,
» L. L. Schaleger and F. A. Long, “ Advances in Physical 
Organic Chemistry,” A c a d e m ic  Press, London, 1963, vol. I, p. 1.
J. Chem. Soc. (B), 1967
and the partial developm ent of a nitrogen molecule in 
the transition state m ay also be expected to involve a 
positive entropy change. However, changes in solvation  
occurring during the activation process oould offset 
the overall positive apparent activation entropies ex­
pected on these grounds and lead to the small, som e­
times negative, values observed. (It would be expected  
that the increased localisation of charge on the develop­
ing carbonium ion in the transition state would cause 
increased solvation, resulting in a decrease in entropy.)
The probable existence of conformational isomerism  
in diazoacetophenones introduces a further factor. 
Certain diazo-ketones can exist as conformational 
isomers,^® which may be represented as (III) and (IV).
O.. 'V----
R H
s- c / s (III) 5~trans (IV)
If diazoacetophenones exhibit this type of rotational 
isomerism the entropy of protonation, but not the true 
activation entropy, would be affected. Conformational 
differences are unlikely to persist in the protonated  
substrate because protonation involves a loss of double­
bond character in the side chain C“C bond irrespective 
of the site of protonation. Therefore the entropy of 
protonation and hence AS*, would obviously depend 
on the position of equilibrium between such rotational 
isomers in the initial solvated (unprotoiiated) state. 
A more ordered initial solvated state would give a more 
positive protonation entropy. The true activation  
entropy would not be affected because the transition 
state, which m ay be sim ply represented as (V) is also
f ' - ,
N ^ N  (V>
unlikely to exhibit conformational isomerism of this 
type.
W ith Mig/g-substituted diazoacetophenones, if the 
C -0  bond is not at a right angle to the plane of the 
benzene ring, there is a further possibility for conform­
ational isomerism owing to restricted rotation about the
O . .N,
C— C C — C
(VI)
ring C-carbonyl C bond; for exam ple, with the s-cis 
fo iiâ  there will be two possibilities, which can be repre­
sented as (VI) and (VII)
C. Pecile, A. Foffani, and S. Ghersctti, Tetrahedron, 1964, 




The large difference between AS* values for ni- and 
/•-fluorodiazoacetophenones is not likely to be due to  
differences in the true activation entropies as the factors
+ 7
+3
J/V* (kcol. mole"' ) 
(fl)
lO





33 3 53 4
io\(i/r)
( à )
F i g u r e  2 (a) Isokinetic and (b) activation plots of the hydro­
lysis of ni-chloro-, m-bromo-, and m-tiuoro-diazoaceto- 
phenones
operating here (stretching of the C~N bond and solvation  
changes resulting from changes in charge délocalisation and 
dipole moment) would be much the same as with the other
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meia- and ^ara-isomers studied, for which the differences 
in AS* are much smaller. The relatively large positive 
value of AS* for w-flucrodiazoacetophenone may well 
be due to the predominance of one conformer in the 
initial solvated state, perhaps as a result of interaction 
between the side-chain and the solvation shell around 
the fluorine atom. The effect would be less pronounced 
with the more remote ^-fluoru-substituent and with 
other, less strongly solvated groups. The w-fluoro- 
derivative has also a much larger value than the 
^-fiuoro-derivative. This m ay be accounted for on the 
basis of the difference in the electronic influence, on the 
C-N bond strength, of fluorine in the rne.ia- and para- 
positions. In the ^ara-position the 4 -M  and —1 effects 
of the fluorine almost cancel whereas in the mela- 
position the - fM  effect is negligible and the —/  effect is 
greater.
The plot of A /f * against AS* does not reveal a general 
isokinetic relationship "  but a well-defined, if very 
limited, " fam ily " of points exists for the three meta- 
subslituted halogen dériva lives. The isukineiic tem­
perature, given by the slope of the line through the mean 
values of AH* and AS*, is 288°k. In view of the ease 
with which spurious isokinetic relationships can arise 
from experimental error this v/ould hardly be worthy 
of note, were it not for the fact that the " best ” straight 
lines on the activation plots for these three compounds 
show a fairly well-defined point of intersection at ap­
proxim ately £38‘'a . A s far as can be ascertained no 
case has been reported of results which give a linear 
isokinetic plot and also reveal a point of intersection 
on the activation plots. The isokinetic and activation  
plots for the three wg/a-substituted halogen derivatives 
are shown in Figure 2.
[6/1627 Received, December 22nd, 1966]
“  J. E. Leffler, J. Org. Chem., 1955, 20, 1202; J. E. Leffler 
and E. Grunwaid, “ Rates and Equilibria of Organic Reactions," 
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 1963; J. E. Leffler, 
Nature, 1065, 205, 1101 ; J. E. Leffler, / .  Org. Chem., 1966, 81, 
633.
"  R. F. Brown and H. C. Newsom, J. 0>g. Chem., 1962, 27, 
3010; R. F. Brown, ibid., p. 3015.
R. C. Petersen, J. H. Markgraf, and S. D. Ross, J. Anter. 
Chem. Soc., 1961, 83, 3819; R. C. Petersen, J. C.g. Chem., 1964, 
28, 3133; O. Exner, Nature, 1964, 201, 488; Coii. Czech. Chem. 
Comm., 1964, 1094.
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Acid-catalysed Hydrolysis of to-Diazoacetophenones in Aqueous Dioxan
By L. L. L eveson*  and C. W. T h o m a s .  School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Bath University of 
Technology, Claverton Down, Bath, BA2 7AY
The rates of hydrolysis of w-diazoacetophenone and p-methoxy-co-diazoacetophenone have been measured in a 
50% water-dioxan mixture containing different concentrations cf perchloric acid, and in different water-dioxar^ 
mixtures with 0 1 M-perchloric acid. Acidity functions have also been measured in these solutions. The results 
suggest that both compounds hydrolyse by the same mechanism, but an unamDiguous conclusion cannot be 
drawn as to the type of mechanism involved.
A recent study of substituent effects in the hydrolysis of 
w-diazoacetophenone  ̂ showed a very good correlation 
between the rate constant and Ham m ett substituent 
constant except for the /)-meth(jxy- and /r-ethoxy- 
substituents. It was suggested that the anomalous 
behaviour of these substituents is due to an extra 
resonance stabilisation of the transition state, but there 
is also the possibility that the macro-mechanism for these 
two compounds is different from that of the others. In 
an attem pt to reveal differences in the mechanism of 
reaction of the ^-m ethoxy- and unsubstituted diazo­
ketones the effect of changing acid concentration and 
changing solvent composition has been investigated.
I L. L. L eveson  and C. W . T hom as, J .  C hem .  Soc.  (B ) ,  1967, 
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EXPERIM ENTAL
M a t e r i a l s .— T h e  p r e p a r a tio n  an d  p u rifica tio n  o f  th e  
d ia z o -k e to n e s  an d  d io x a n  h a v e  b een  d e sc r ib e d .‘ S to c k  
p erch lo r ic  ac id  so lu t io n s  w ere  p rep ared  b y  d ilu tin g  .-\naIaR  
p erch lo r ic  a c id  w ith  d is t ille d  w a ter . g -N itr o a n ilin e , n i-  
n itr o a n ilin e . an d  /? -a n iin o a zo b en zen e  w ere  co m m e rc ia l 
sa m p le s  r e c iy s ta ll is c d  to  c o n s ta n t  m .p .
A c i d i t v  F u n c t i o n  M e a s u r e m e n t s .— .\c id i t y  fu n c t io n s  w ere  
m ea su red  in  th e  u su a l w a y   ̂ u s in g  6 -n itr o a n ilin e , m -n itro -  
a n ilin e , an d  g -a m in o a z o b e n z e n e  as in d ica to rs , p /'u  \ .d u e s  
w ere  ta k e n  to  b e  (1-99. 2 -5 0 . an d  2-77 r e s p e c t iv e ly  => for th e se  
c o m p o u n d s . A U n ic a m  S P  OOO f itte d  w ith  a  th c r m o s ta t te d  
c e ll  c o m p a r tm e n t  a t  2 .5° w a s  u sed  for th e  sp ec trn p h n to -  
m c tr ic  m e a su r e m e n ts;  th e se  w ere  m a d e  as so o n  as p o ss ib le
* K. A. Braude, J. C hem .  Soc.,  1948, 1071.
3 M. A. Paul and F. A. Long. C hem .  Rev . .  1957, 57 , 1.
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after  m ixing the so lu tion s. T he conjugate  acid to  base  
ratio , I, was ca lcu lated  from  th e  equation , I  =  [B H +]/[B ] 
=  (cff — £a)/(sa — Eg), w here is th e  m olar ex tin ctio n  
coefficient of the ind icator in the neutral so lu tion , ca the  
va lu e  for the solution  con ta in in g  acid, and sg th e  ex tin ctio n  
coefficient of n itro- or azo-benzene. T he Hq a c id ity  
fun ction  w as ca lcu lated  from  th e  equation  H q — p ifg  — 
log  I .  H q va lues m easured in 50%  w a ter-d io x a n  are g iven  
in  T able 1. T able  2 sh ow s th e  resu lts of d eterm inations
• T a b l e  1 '
A cid ity fun ctions in 50°4  (v /v) w ater -d io x a n  at 25°c
/>-Nitroaniline w-Nitroaniline />-Aminoazobenze
[HCIOJ [HCIOJ [HClOd
(m) # 0 (M) Ho (M)- Ho
0-24 1-71 0-010 3-21 0-005 3-26
0-26 1-66 0-020 2-87 0-008 3-07
0-28 1-65 0-031 2-70 0-010 2-97
0-32 1-55 0 041 2-56 0-031 2-46
0-36 1-48 0-061 2-37 0-061 2-11
0-40 1-40 0-081 2-21 0-102 1-85
0-60 1-13 0 102 2-10
0-80 0-90 0-122 2-01




T a b l e  2
A cid ity  functions and rate co n stan ts in w a ter-d io x a n  
m ixtures conta in ing  0 - iM - p  irchloric acid a t 25°c
% Dioxan 10»A (min.ÿ)
(v/v) Ho CgHsCOCHNj /)-MeC«H,CC
■ 36 1-75 23-4 k  82-1
46 1-97 17-4 56-1
50 2-10 12-0 50-1
53 2-17 11-0
58 2-31 9-57
68 2-41 8-34 33-5
76 2-45 8-62 38-2
83 2-41 13-2 55-7
86 2-35 17-0 94-4
88 2-26 23-1
90 2-09 36-4 204
92 2-01 62-3
95 150
In 0 TK-3olutions of perchloric acid in different solvent 
mixtures, with w-nitrcanilinc indicator. The solutions for 
these latter measurements were made up as follows: for a 
solution containing x %  by volume of dioxan, dioxan 
(x ml.) was mixed with water [(05 — x) ml.] and 2-00m- 
perchloric acid (5 ml.), and the solution was made up to 
ioo  ml. with a mixture of dioxan {x ml.) and water [ ( 1 0 0  — 
x) ml.].
Hate measurements.—The reactions were followed by 
observing the rates of evolution of nitrogen using a method 
similar to that described previously.^ Reactions were
f 1  ̂ w. 1 A w», V I * t  »/ <r> , ^  à.
constants were calculated by a Icast-squares procedure using 
Guggenheim’s method.* The plots of log (Ft.^  — FJ 
were excellent straight lines having correlation coefficients 
better than O-ODO and mean deviations of the order of 1 %. 
Table 3 gives the rate constants observed in 50% water-
J. Chen, Snc. ()3), 1909
d ioxan  m ixture (prepared by m ix in g  equal volum es of
d ioxan  and th e  appropriate aqueous perchloric acid so lu ­
tion ). T he rate con stan ts obtained m different m ixtures
o f w ater and d ioxan  contain ing 0 -l.M-perchloric acid are
T a b l e  3
R a te  co n stan ts in 50%  (v/v) w ater-d io x a n  at 25°c
[HCIO,] lO'A {min.-‘)
(M) C e H j C O C H N j  p - C H j O C . I I . C O C H N ,
0-010 0-949 3-79
0-020 2-03 8-04




show n togeth er w ith  values in Table 2. Solutions used  
for these rate m easurem ents were m ade up to  have the sam e  
com position  as th e  solutions used in //„  m easurem ents. 
E ach value of th e  rate constan t L  the m ean of those ob­
ta ined  in 3 runs. T he renrodnelb ilitv  was iw ’allv  
than  ± 3 % .
DISCUSSIO N
A cidity functions in 50% water-dioxan mixture 
measured with _/>-nitroaniline, m-nitroaniline, and />- 
aminoazobenzene do not overlap (see Figure 1). The
0 4
9  0 3
02
3 022
F ig u re  1 / f ,  vs. concentration plots for solutions of perchloric
acid in 60% water-dioxan using different indicators; A, 
^-nitroaniline; B, m-nitroanllinu; and C, p-aminoazobentono
discrepancy is only ca. Od unit of /% in the overlap 
region of the nitroaniline indicators, but the differences 
between the nitroaniline and /i-aminoazobcnzcne results 
are much greater. These results probably reflect the 
difference's in the structures of t h e s e  c o m p o u n d s  i n t .  
though p~ and >n-nitroaniiitie arc supcrikiaiiy similar, 
mesomcric interaction is not possible in liic latter). The 
plot of log (stoicheiometric concentration of perchloric
♦ E. A. Guggenheim, Phil. Mag., 1^20, 2. 538.
2 0
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Correlations of H q values based on
acid) rs. H q for in-nitroaniline is curved, although the 
curvature is slight.
co-Diazoacetophenone and ^-m ethoxy-o-diazoaceto- 
phenonc give linear plots of log k vs. H q in 50% w ater- 
dioxan m ixture in the range of H q values covered by  
fw-nitroaniline indicator. The lines have slopes of TOO 
and TOI respectively {cf. 1 13 and T28 for the log k vs. 
log c correlation) and the straight lines are markedly 
better fits than the log k vs. log c correlations (correlation 
coefficients 0-999 and 0-999 compared with 0-999 and 
0 978.; means deviations 0-005 and 0-011 compared with  
0-021 and 0-084).
^-aminoazobenzene are relatively poor.
The rate constant reported earlier  ̂ for the decom­
position of j!)-methoxy-o>-diazoacetophenone in a solution  
of H q 2-13 IS a very good fit to the log k — H q regression 
line. The earlier result for co-diazoacetophcnone is 
slightly high compared to the results reported here. 
After they are corrected for the small difference in 
temperature our results are in good agreement with those 
of Aziz and Tillett  ̂ for the unsubstituted diazo-ketone, 
but slightly high for the j^j-methoxy-compound.
Because of the very good linear correlations of log k 
with H q values obtained using w-nitroaniline indicator in 
50% w ater-dioxan solution, the same indicator was used 
to measure the acidity functions of different w ater- 





M ole %  dioxan
60 SO
FiouRP 2 —7/g and loir A ax a hmctlon of xolvcnt composition
In water-dioxan mixtures containing 0-lM-perchloric acid for 
A, tu‘diftzoacptophf«nnno and D, j^-mdthoxy-te-dlaroacetO' 
phenono
results are very similar to tho^e obtained by Braude and 
Stern ® (who also used m-nitroaniline indicator) for 
hydrocliluric acid in water-dioxan mixtures. — 
passes through a minimum at ca. 40 mole % dioxan (see 
Figure 2). Braude and Stern have discussed this
• Surraiva Aziz and J. G, Tillett, J. Chtm. Soc. {B), 1008, 
1* 02 .
• E. A. Brau.’o and E. S. Stern, J, Chem, Soc., 1048, 1070.
behaviour in terms of the high proton affinity of water 
and the structure of the solvent mixture.
The rates of reaction of o-diazoacetophenone and p-  
methoxy-to-diazoacetophenone respond to changes in 
solvent com position in a very similar way. Figure 2 
shows the variation of log k w ith solvent composition for 





2 0 4 0 6 0
Mole % dioxan
F i g u r e  3  /7o +  lo g  ^  a s  a  fu n c t io n  o f s o lv e n t  c o m p o s i t io n  in
w a te r - d io x a n  m ix tu r e s  c o n ta in in g  0-1m p e rc h lo r ic  a c id  fo r  
A, w -d ia z o a c e to p h e n o n e  a n d  B, /> -m e th o x y -c u -d ia zo a c e to -  
p h e n e .  0-5  h a s  b e e n  a d d e d  to  t h e  v a lu e s  o f / /q  +  lo g  k in  t h e  
c a s e  o f  C g H sC O C H N j
—H q. It is obvious that the acidity function is an im ­
portant factor which determines the rate constants in 
dioxan-w ater m ixtures, but, not surprisingly, it is not 
the only one: for a given value of Hq the reactions of 
both diazo-ketones are faster in the solution containing  
more dioxan.
The logarithms of the rate constants corrected for the 
H q effect are shown as a function of solvent composition  
in Figure 3. Again, the unsubstituted and ^-m ethoxy- 
co-diazoacetophenone behave in a similar way. The 
corrected rates do not correlate very well w ith the Y q  
parameter,’ nor with dielectric constant. It m ay be that 
the influence of changing solvent com position is con­
nected with solvation effects, possibly related to changes 
in conformation of the diuzo-kctoncs.’ *̂’®
A similar parallelism between log h and H q was 
reported * for the acid-catalysed rearrangement of 
phenylpropenyl- and ethynylpropenyl-carbinol in w ater- 
dioxan mixtures. For these reactions log k  - f  ’’"vas 
approxim ately constant, in contrast to our results.
The sim ilarity in behaviour of w-diazoacetophcnone 
and ^-m ethoxy-u-diazoacetophenonc in the hydrolysis 
reactions studied suggests that the macro-mechanism
h i ' b n f  b n r  A  1 n r  4 i« t h o  fn r  h n * b  f a i l u r »  n f
• E. Cffunwald p.r.d B. J. Berkowltz, / .  .4tntr. Chem. Soc., 
1951, 78 . 4030 .
• 13, G. Cox and P. T. McTiguo, Austml. J. Chem., 1007, CO. 
1816.




tlie jb-metlioxy-substituent in tlie H am m ett substituent- 
constant correlations is therefore due to some micro­
scopic effect, most probably to extra resonance stabilis­
ation ot the transition state, as proposed earlier^
It has recently been suggested  ̂ that the mechanism of 
hydrolysis of nuclear-substituted w-diazoacetophenones 
in w ater-dioxan mixtures which contain perchloric acid 
follows an A2  path rather than the A 1 path suggested by 
Dahn and Gold4" The marked acidity function de­
pendence of the rate and the increase in rate with
J. Chem. Soc. 1969
decreasing water concentiation seem consistent with an 
A I rather than an .42 mechanism, but it is possible that a 
composite mechanism is involved. The similarity of the 
log /^-composition and —//.^-composition curves sup­
ports* the suggested*-''” pre-equilibrium KCOCHNn
RCOCHgNg'
[9/585 Received.  A p r i l  0th. 1969]
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Solvent Effects in the Acid-catalysed Hydrolysis of w-Diazoacetophenones 
in Aqueous Dioxan
By C. W. T h o m a s  and L. L. Levoson,* School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Bath Unive.sity of 
Technology, Bath BA2 7AY
Rate constants and activation parameters for the hydrolysis of w-diazoacetophenone and m-fluoro-w-diazoaceto-  
phenone have been measured in water-dioxan mixtures containing 0-1 M-perchloric acid. The mechanism is 
discussed.
T h e  acid-catalysed hydrolysis of nuclear-substituted  
oj-diazoacetophenones can be represented by equation  
( 1 ). It has been shown  ̂ that in w ater-dioxan m ixtures
XCgH^-CO-CHN, 4- HoO
XCgHyCO CHgOH -f- Ng (1)
of fixed composition the rates of hydrolysis of w-diazo- 
acetophenone and A-methoxy-w-diazoacetophenone are 
linearly related to the aridity function H q. In different 
water-dioxan mixtures the rate constants corrected to 
zero //„  increased in a roughly linear manner as the 
proportion of dioxan increased. It was suggested that 
this m ay be due to solvation effects possibly related to 
changes in conformation of the diazoketones. To 
• investigate this point further, activation parameters 
have been determined for the hydrolysis of w-diazo- 
acetophenone. w-Tluoro-w-diazoacetophenone was also 
studied as jncvious work indicated that for this com­
pound the activation parameters may be significantly 
different from those of other nuclear-substituted w-diazo- 
acetophenones.
The suggestion  ̂ that the u.v. spectra of w-diazo- 
acetophenones can be explained in terms of the presence 
of conformées has recently been supported by quantum  
chem ical calculations.* An attem pt was therefore made 
to correlate the kinetic behaviour with the u.v. spectra 
in different solvent mixtures.
It was hoped that the results would throw light on the 
mechanism, which involves a rapid protonation pre­
equilibrium * (2 ), followed by either a rate-determining
RCOCHNo +  RCOCH,N (2 )
unimolecular loss of nitrogen to give a carbonium ion 
(HI mechanism), or rate-determining bimolecular re­
action w ith water (H2 mechanism). The HI mechanism  
for the reaction of a variety of Hiazoketones in d ioxan- 
water mixtures containing perchloric acid was suggested  
by Dahn and Gold ~ largely on the basis of the Hq- 
dependerice of log k  and the values of the activation  
entropies. The H2 mechanism has been suggested* for 
nuclear-substituted co-diazoacetophenones by analogy 
with the reactions of diazosulphones ® and diazoketones 
of the type PhCHR-CO'CHXg.
* L. L. T.evpson am i C. W . T hom as, J.  Chan.  Soc. IB),  1909. 
10.51.
2 L. L. Lcve-son am i C. \V. Thom as, J .  Citcm. Soc. (B).  1907, 
680,
» Surraiva Aziz and J. G. T iilctt, J.  Chem. Soc. (B),  1968, 
130:.
* L. L. L cvcson and C. \V. T hom as, Tctyahedror, I960, 22, 209.
EX PERIM ENTAL
M ateria ls .— T he preparation and purification  of d iazo­
k etones, d ioxan , and perchloric acid so lu tion  have been  
describ ed .‘*2 w -F luoro-m -diazoacetophenone, after four 
rccrysta llisations from ligh t petroleum  (b.p. 40— 60°), had  
m .p. 68 0° ( lit .,’ 64 5° from benzene).
Rate Measurements .— The m ethod  of d eterm in ing  reaction  
rates in vo lved  m easuring th e  vo lum e of n itrogen evo lved  as 
a function  of tim e and has been d escrib ed .'-’ R esu lts ob ­
ta ined  w ith  reactions of w id ely  differing half-lives show  no 
ind ication  of significant sy stem a tic  errors. A large num ber  
of tr ip licate  runs carried out by  th is m ethod have g iven  a 
reproducib ility  o f i  1— 3% in m ust cases, and th is i.s 
probab ly  a reasonable m easure of th e  accuracy of the  
m ethod. R a te  con stan ts, eva lu ated  by  G uggenh eim ’s 
method,® are in T able 1.
T a b l e  1
Specific rates (lO’A/min."') for w -d iazoacetophenone (I) and 
m -fluoro-cj-diazoacetophenone (II) in aqueous d ioxan  
conta in ing  O lM-HClO^ *
\  T em p. 25 
D ioxan  \
00° 29 95° 35 07° 38- 91°
(%, v /v) I 11 I II I II I II
36 23 4 8 44 40 3 15-4 70 0 27 1 103 39 0
68 8 34 2 34 1 5 0 4 61 25 8 8 89 41 9 14-7
76 8 62 2 94 16 5 5 30 30 7 10 0 4 9 0 16 7
86 17 0 5 91 3 3 0 1 1 2 62 5 2 1 6 108 32 9
90 36 4 1 1 0 68 4 20 4 125 39 2 191 68 4
•  The m ethod of m aking up so lu tions w as described in 
ref. 2.
Enthalpies and ICntropies o f  A c tiva tio n .— For an A  1 m ech­
anism  the equation  for the apparent rate co n sta n t h is given  
b y  equation  (3), where K  is the p rotonation  equilibrium
exp
R
ex p  —
A H t
R T (3)
constan t, /j;, /♦ , / m i s  and /n  th e  a c t iv ity  coefficients of 
su bstrate , a c tiv a ted  com plex , and protonated  and neutral 
ind icator resp ectively . A ssum ing th e  a c t iv ity  coefficient 
ratio to be u n ity , we can w rite eq u ation  (3) as (4) or (5)
k / T  =  R / \ h  . /iq . ex p  A S * / R  exp  - A H * I R T  (4)
H q -r log (A/T). =- log  (R /iV /i) -f
A S*/2-303/1 -  A //* /2 -3 0 3  R T  (5)
* 1. G. Csizmadia, S. A. Houlden, O. Mercsz, and P. Yates, 
Tetrahedron,  1969, 25, 2121.
* II.  D ah n ,  Du.iZil,  A. à lc ib cch .  am i r l .  Goid, rieiv.  Chim.  
Acta  1963, 46 994.
: II. Dahn and H. Goid, Hclv. Chim. Acta. 1963, 46, 983.
* B. Zwanenburg and j .  B. F. N. Hngberts, Bee.  Trav.  chim..  
1965,84, 165; Tetrahedron.  1968.24. 1737.
» F. A. Guggenheim, Phil. Mag. ,  1926, 2, 538.
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w here AS* and AH* are th e  apparent activ a tio n  param eters. 
A t constant tem perature and so lv en t com position  a graph  
o f  log A against Hq should  be linear w ith  a slope of — 1. 
P reviou s work ' has sh ow n th is  to  be th e  case for the  
h y d ro ly sis  o f io-d iazoacetophenones in d io x a n -w a ter  m ix ­
tu res conta in ing  perch loric acid. E qu ation  (5) show s th a t  
th e  value of AS*, bu t not of AH *, depends upon  Hq. 
A ctiv a tio n  param eters were therefore ca lcu lated  by  a 
least-sq u ares trea tm en t of p lo ts o f Hq -f  log (.^T) against 
l / T .  Hq va lues were tak en  from  ref. 1. T he good linear  
p lo ts  thus obtained  m ay be due to  the neg lig ib le  tem pera- 
ture-dependence of H - and K  or to  th e  cancella tion  of th ese  
tem p erature-dependences. V alues of AH* and AS* are 
in  T able 2. T he confidence lim its  are ca lcu lated  sta tis t ic a lly  
o n  the assum ption  th a t log (kj T)  is random  for each va lue  
o f  T,  and are for 95%  probab ility .
U.v. Measuremenis.— Spectra were ob ta ined  for co-diazo- 
acetop henone and m -fluoro-co-diazoacetophenone in the  
sa m e  so lven ts used for k in etic  stu d ies ex cep t th a t th e  per­
ch loric  acid w as om itted . A H ilger and W a tts  U ltrascan
T a b l e  2
A ctiv a tio n  param eters in w a ter -d io x a n  m ixtures
>n-F-a>-Diazoaceto-
a>-Diazoacetophenone phenone
AH* AS* AH* AS*
Dioxan (kcal. (cal. deg."' (kcal. (cal. deg.-'
%. v/v) f mole'*) mole-') mole-') mole-*)
36 19 2 ±  0 1 - 1 9 ±  0 1 19 9 4- 0 6 - 1 3 ± 0 5
68 20 6 i  0 9 4 0 ±  0 8 23 8 i  0 3 12 0 4- 0 2
76 22 5 -J- 0 1 10 4 0 1 22 5 i  10 f  2 i  0 7
86 23 8 a- 0 9 15 7 -L 0 6 22 4 -i- 0 5 9-0 ±  0-4
90 21 5 ±  0 5 8 3 ±  0 4 23 8 ±  0 9 13-8 a- 0-6
t See footnote to Table 1.
in stru m en t w as used. A b sorption  m axim a were observed  
a t  ca. 250 and 300 m p in each case, th e  so lv en t effect on  
^max being sligh t. N o  isosb estic  p o in t w as observed.
DISCUSSION
The variation of k w ith solvent com position for m- 
fliioro-w-diazoacetophenone is very similar to that re­
ported for tj-diazoacetophenone and /j-methoxy-w-diazo- 
acetophenone, showing a minimum at about 3U moles % 
dioxan. Thus the change in rate with changing solvent 
com position is in part due to the solvent effect on the 
pre-equilibrium in the case of w-fluoro-w-diazoacetophen- 
one as with the other two compounds. W ith both  
w-diazoacetophenone and nj-fiuoro-w-diazoacetophenone 
the shape of ihe plots of log k against composition is 
little affected by temperature change.
In all cases graphs of //„  +  log k  against concentration  
of water are roughly linear with about the same values 
for the negative slopes. This is further evidence that 
the nz-fiuoro-compound hydrolyses by the same mechan­
ism as the other two. If the acidity function were the 
only factor affecting the rate of hydrolysis, Hq % log k 
would be constant, but in the cases considered here a
J F. Bunnctt, J .  Amer. Chem. Sac., 1961, 83, 4956 ct seq.
" C. E. .McCauley and C. V. King, / . Amer. Chem. Soc., 1952, 
74, 6221 ; \V. J. Albcrv and K. i ’. Bell, Trans. Faraday Soc., 1961, 
57, 1942.
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''onsiderablt part of the solvent effect is due to other 
factors.
B unnett’s treatm ent (plotting H q - f  log k agai tst 
log dwater) is usually applied to aqueous solutions but there 
seems no reason in principle why considerations similar 
to those used b y  B u n n e t t  shuuld n o t  b e  a p p n e d  to 
aqueous-organic solvent system s. A quantitative treat­
m ent cannot be applied to our results because the activ ity  
of water in the various solvents is not known. N everthe­
less the marked increase in H q - f  log k with decreasing 
water concentration shows that the slope of the Bunnett 
plot would be negative {ca. —0-5 to —TO). A slope of 
this order is usually associated with an A 1 mechanism  
involving an oxygen or nitrogen base as substrate. The 
site of protonation and the position of tne formal positive 
charge on the protonated en tity  are not known with  
certainty for w-diazoacetophenones although it has 
been assumed *-* that protonation occurs at the to-carbon 
atom. A negative slope in the Bunnett treatment in the 
case of a carbon base m ight be evidence for an H 2  
m echanism; however, a slope of the order of —3 to — 6  
has been predicted for such cases.
Evidence that the carbonyl group is intim ately con­
nected with protonation is the result that diazoalkanes 
containing an a-carbonyl substituent undergo rapid 
protonation whereas those which do not contain an 
a-carbonyl group protonate slowly.^*
In addition, recent calculations of charge distributions 
in co-diazoacctophenone indicate that the most likely site 
for initial protonation is the carbonyl oxygen atom. A 
plausible scheme involving initial protonation at oxygen  
followed by unimolecular decomposition is reaction (6 ).
C^H
^ H -N = N
(I)
P h C - C H ;  4- (6)
The formal positive charge on nitrogen would be con­
sistent wiiii the exceiieni coiiclaiiun  ubiained with H q 
at a fixed solvent composition. Dcutcvium exchange 
with the hydrogen on the diazo-carbon atom  could be 
explained through proton transfer in (Ij analogous to 
keto-enol tautomerism.
Investigations into the effect of added chloride ion on 
the solvolysis rates and product ratios of diazosulphones ’ 
and on the solvolysis rates of diazoketones * of the type 
PhCHR'CO-CHNo have been taken as support for an H 2  
mechanism in the presence of perchloric acid alone. 
Similar studies have not been carried out with nuclear- 
substituted w-diazoacetophenones but m ay well yield  
different results because of the structural differences in 
the substrates. In any case there is the possibility that 
the mechanism in the presence of perchlorate ion m ay be 
different from that in the presence of chloride ion, as 
suggested by Dahn and Gold.' Such a difference Is 
likely because in w ater-dioxan mixtures perchlorate ion
J. D. Kobcrts and W. Watanabc, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1950, 
72, 4869, K. D. Warren, J. Chem. Soc., 1961, 2 5 6 1 .^
5b
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appears to be solvated by dioxan, whereas chloride ion 
is solvated by w a t e r . l o n - p a ir  formation between the 
protonated substrate and chi,a ide ion would bring water 
into the vicin ity of the protonated substrate. lon-pair 
formation with perchlorate ion is much less likely and 
would in any case tend to shield the piotonated substrate 
from attack by water. Thus the bimolecular reaction 
with water is much more likely in the presence of 
chloride ion than in the presence of perchlorate ion.
For reactions in solution the diagnostic value of 
activation entropies is doubtful. Thus our positive 
or slightly negative values of AS* (Table 2) cannot be 
taken as proof of an HI mechanism; at the same time, 
they are difficult to reconcile with an H 2  mechanism. 
It is noteworthy that the AS* values reported for the 
hydrolysis of diazosulphones ’ and diazoketones of the 
type PhCHR'CO-CHNo are considerably more negative * 
than those of nuclear-substituted w-diazoacetophenones 
(Table 2 and refs. 2 and 3), indicating that the mechanisms 
may be different for the different ty^pes of compound. 
The case lor H i liydiolysis of diazoketones as compared 
u id i H 2  hydi'oly sis of diazoacetic ester has been argued
E. Gruinvald, Ci. Baughman, and G. Kohnstam, J. Amer.  
CAzm. Soi.. I960, 82, 5S0i.
"  See, e.g., C. B. Monk, ' Electrolytic Dissociation,’ Academic 
Press, London and New York, 1901, p. IC7.
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on the ground that the former are hydrated only to a 
minute extent compared with the latter. The same 
argument may apply to the comparison of nuclear- 
substituted (.)-diazoacetophenones with diazosulphones 
and compounds of tiie type PhCHR'CO’CHNH (especi­
ally when R contains a carbonyl group).
Another interesting feature of the activation para­
meters is the relatively large increase in AS* (and, for 
w-FCeH^'CO'CFIN.,, AH  *) in going from 0 to 16 moles % 
dioxan. For example, for m-fluoro-c-j-diazoacetophenone 
the AS* values are —7 9,* — 1-3, and - f  12-3 respectively 
for 0, 10, and 16 moles % dioxan. The last value * has 
been recalculated to allow for the effect of H q (see Experi­
mental section). The changes are paralleled by a marked 
increase in the absorption of both compounds at ca. 250 
mp. Unfortunately the absence of an isosbestic point 
in water-dioxan mixtures precludes any simple explan­
ation in terms of an equilibrium between two com'ormers. 
Although it is tem pting to explain changes in AS* in 
terms of changes in conformation it is possible that they  
are due solely to solvation change^.
[9/1626 Received, September 22nd, 1969]
R. A. More O’Ferrall, ' .Advances in Physical Organic 
Chemistry,’ vol. 5, Academic Press, London and New York, 1907, 
p. 346.
' .'P V n iirv .,; . J
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Poiarographic Behaviour of w-Diazoacetophenones in Aqueous Buffer 
Solutions
By M. B ailes and L. L. Leveson,* School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Bath University of Technology,  
Bath
The poiarographic behaviour of w-diazoacetophenone and 12 meta-  and para-substituted oi-diazoacetophenones 
has been studied in aqueous buffer solutions. The polarograms generally show three waves corresponding to 
successive reduction of the diazo-ketone to the corresponding w-aminoacetophenone. acetophenone, and either 
2-phenylethanol or 2.3-diphenylbutane-2,3-diol. The reduction scheme may be represented :
first wave. XCgH^-CO-CHN; + 7H+ + 6e — XCgH^-CO-CHz'NHg + N H / ,  
second wave, XCgH^-CO-CHs'NHz + 3H+ + 2e — XCgH/ CO-CHg + NH*+. 
third wave. XC.H.'CO-CHa + 2H+ + 2e —► XCgHg-CHfOHl-CHa
ÇH,
or 2XCgH/C0'CH3 + 2H+ + 2 e X C g H ^ - C - O H
XCgHg-C-OH
CH3
where X is the mera- orpara-substituent (including H). For the p-nitro-substituted compound an additional wave  
is observed, preceding that for the diazo-ketone reduction, and corresponding to reduction of the nitro-group.
The poiarographic behaviour of p-bromo-w-diazoacetophenone and preparative controlled potential electrolysis 
experiments indicate that the six-electron reduction follows the scheme :
XCgHgCO'CHN., + 2H+ + 2 e - >  
XCgHiCO-CHIN-NH, + 2H+ + 2 e —* 
XC6H^C0-CH./NH-NH2 + 3H+ + 2 e —i
XCgHgCO'CHIN'NH;. 
XCgHgCO-CHg'NH'NH;, 
XCgHgCO'CH.'NH; + N H /
F offan t and his co-workers 1 studied the polarography 
of co-diazoacetophenone over a wide pH range with 
several buffer system s containing 10% ethanol. Their 
results differed from those of Coombs and Leveson * who 
used phosphate buffers over a much smaller pH range. 
Whereas Foffani cl al. observed only two poiarographic 
waves, Coombs and Leveson observed three. Both sets 
of workers agreed that the first wave corresponded to a 
six-electron reduction to o-aminoacetophenone,
PhCO-CHNg +  7H - -L 6 e — ► PhCO-CHg-NHg - f  N H 4+
Foffani et al. ascribed the second, two-electron wave to 
reduction of the carbonyl group but Coombs and Leveson
' A. Foffani, L. Salvagnini, and C. Pecile, Jnjz. Chim. {Italy), 
1959, 49, 1677.
thought that the second wave involved scission of the 
terminal C~N bond,
PhCO'CHg'NHg -r 3H+ -i- 2e — >■ PhCO-CHg f N H /
followed by reduction of the carbonyl group in the 
third poiarographic wave.
A report on the effect of substituents on the half-wave 
potential of w-diazoacetophenone in aqueous buffers and 
in dimethylformamide has also been published.*
We report here a more extended study of the poiaro­
graphic reduction of w-diazoacetophenone and a number 
of nuclear-substituted w-diazoacetophenones.
- D. M. Coombs and L. L. Leveson, Analyt. Chim. .4 eta, 1964, 
30. 209.
’ C. W. Thomas. L. L. Leveson, and M. Bailes, J. Poiarographic 





A p p a r a tu s .— A T insley  recording polarograph ty p e  19/4 
w as used for th e  co n v en tion a l polarography.
Cam bridge In stru m en t Co. cells were used for all the  
poiarographic work. T he cell resistance for an aqueous  
buffer so lu tion  w as app rox im ate ly  800 ohm  betw een the  
dropping m ercury electrode (d.m .e.) and S .C .E ., and 50 to  
100 ohm  betw een the d .m .e . and the m ercury pool. T he  
capillary  electrode used had a drop tim e of 2 66 sec. a t a 
potentia l of — 1 0  v  w ith  respect to  the S.C .E. a t an un­
corrected reservoir heigh t o f 58 0 cm .
A K fiifk  P olaroscope ty p e  P 576  w as used for oscillo- 
polarographic work, in  conjun ction  w ith  a v o ltage-lim itin g  
dev ice  as described by Bailes.*
A high-speed relay w ith  a sing le  set of changeover  
co n ta cts  w as used as th e  sw itch  in the K alousek sw itch  
experim en ts. T he relay w as controlled  by  a con ven tion a l 
m ultiv ib rator circu it operating a t 3-9 H z. T he sa tisfactory  
operation  of the sw itch  w as confirm ed using a 10"^m - 
so lu tion  of cadm ium  su lp hate  in 0-lM -hydrochloric acid.
Controlled Potential Electrolysis .— P o ten tia l control w as 
obta ined  w ith  a W adsw orth p o ten tio sta t ty p e  A 1654 
(Southern A n aly tica l L td .).
T he coulom eter used w as sim ilar  to  th a t described by  
Ehlers and Seasc.^ For p la tin g  currents of 5 to  80 m a  and  
for q u a n tities of e lectr ic ity  of 6 to  60 coulom bs the num ber  
of cou lom bs required for str ipp in g  w as 100 0% of th a t  
required for p la ting  w ith  a standard dev ia tion  of 0 14%.
'fhe  e lectro lysis cell consisted  of a 250-m l. beaker w ith  a 
stirred m ercury pool cathode, au xiliary  electrode, and  
saturated calom el reference electrode. CellophAre m em ­
branes were used to  close th e  salt-bridge and auxiliary  
electrode com partm ent. T he au xiliary  electrode w as a 
silver gauze in O-lM -potassium chloride so lution . In som e  
experim en ts a separated p latinu m  anode w as used and in 
others a silver  anode w as used w ith o u t a separate anode  
com partm ent.
S olu tions were deo x y g en a ted  b y  nitrogen before e lectro­
lysis and nitrogen w as bubbled through the so lu tion  during  
the e lectro lysis period. T races of e lectroactive  im purities  
were rem oved b y  pre-electrolysis. W hen the residual 
current had fallen to  a stea d y  va lue the su bstance being  
exam ined , dissolved in a sm all q u a n tity  of ethanol, w as 
added to  the cell. C oulom etric results were corrected both  
for residual current and for the q u a n tity  of su bstance left 
unreduced a t the end of the experim ent.
M a ter ia ls .— T he d iazo-ketones were prepared according  
to the m ethod of N ew m an and Beal.® B efore use th ey  were 
recrystallised  to  co n stan t m .p . from  ligh t petroleum  ether  
or alcohol.
p -B rom oph en ylg lyoxal hydrazone w as prepared from p-  
brom ophcnacyl chloride and hydrazine according to the  
m ethod of H aup tm an n  and h is co-workers.^
M cllva in e  buffer so lu tion s were m ade up according to  the  
d eta ils g iven  by E lv in g  et al.^ P otassium  chloride w as 
added to  g ive  a co n sta n t ionic stren gth  of 1-Om. T he pH  
values of th e  buffers were 0 -1 to  0-5 un its less than th e  values  
quoted b y  E lving.
* M. Bailes, J. Poiarographic Soc., 1967, 13, No. 2, 89.
® V. B. Ehlers and J. W. Sease, Analyl. Chem., 1954, 2Q, 513.
* M. S. Newman and P. h'. Beal, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 1949, 
71,1506; 1950 ,72 ,5163 .
’ S. Hauptmann, M. Kluge, K. Seidig, and H. Wilde, Angew. 
Chem. Internat. Edn., 1965, 4. 688.
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B ritton -R ob inson  buffer so lution s were m ade up to  an  
ionic strength  of U-2.M by add ition  of potassium  chloride. 
pH  V alues were m easured w ith  a g lass electrode.
RESULTS A N D  DISCUSSION
Unless otherwise stated, polarograms were obtained at 
25 0-I°c with an uncorrected reservoir height of
58 cm. and a saturated calomel reference electrode, and 
with 0-002% Triton X-lOO as maximum suppressor.
Figure 1 shows the polarograms obtained with w- 




F i g u r e  1 Polarograms of ra .  7 x  10**.M-w-diazoacetophei>one in 
â) Mcllvaine and (b) Britton-Robinson buffer solutions. In 
(a) polarograms start at — 0 24 v; in (b) at — 0 5 v. Voltage 
scale 0-1 v per division. Full scale deflection, (a) pH 180 and 
2 60, 12 amp; pH 3 55, 20 /r amp ; pH 4 60. 6 70 and 7 76, 
30 amp; pH 5 65, 50 ^ amp, (b) 24 ^ amp in all cases
buffer solutions. The polarograms obtained with substi­
tuted w-diazoacetophenones in Brif ton-Robinson buffer 
solution at pH 6-87 are shown in Figure 2. This pH  
was chosen to minimise the effects of acid-catalysed 
decomposition, which occurs at low pH values, and the 
splitting of the first wave, wliich occurs at high pH 
values. The polarograms generally consist of three 
waves: a large first wave followed by two smaller waves. 
Some of the polarograms in M cllvaine buffer solutions 
show  ̂ a small fourth wave or maximum which did not 
appear in the Britton-Robinson polarograms, nor in the 
polarograms of M cllvaine buffers alone.
yi-Xitro-w-diazoacetophenone gives four waves, the 
first corresponding to reduction of the nitro-group.
The half-wave potential of u-diazoacetophcnone was 
only slightly affected by changing the concentration of 
the depolariser.
Effect of pH.— The half-wave potentials of w-diazo- 
acetophenone are shown as a function of pH in Figure 3, 
together w'itli the results obtained by Foffani et al.  ̂
Accurate half-wave potentials for the first wave were 
obtained from potentiom eter measurements with a 
three-electrode cell system ; the half-wave potentials
* P. J. Living, J. ]\̂ . Markowitz, and I. Rosenthal, Analyt.  
CAcun, 1956,28. 1179.
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for tlie >rc()iul and tliird waves were read directly from 
the i>olar<)grams.
In .Mc lh  aine buffer solutions the pi I de])cndences of
F i g i  rk  2 l ’olarr)"rair;s o( su b stiliu od  tu-diazoacetophunoncs in 
Brit Ion Knliin>on i)nHcr solution, p li  ti S7. Each polarograri 
start- :st t' â \ v ith  r '-p cct of a nu-rcury poo!, except that 
for p -n iiro-w -dia/oacetoiihenone which starts at —0-.‘f v. 
Voltage scalr o f v per division. Heading from left to right 
llu' puiarograins ;ua for (a) >a-Cl, 2d ft am p f.s.d. ; ;a-F, '.Mfi amp  
f.s.d .; /'-Sle, 30 am p f.s.d .; >a-Me, 30 p am p f.s.d. ; />-.McO, 
30 fi amp f.s.d. (h) p-NtH , m -Cl'\, r«-Br, p-Cl, p-lètO , p-F , 
p-Br. In (ai the concentrations were 0 0 x  lO'hM, in (1)) the  
concentrations were iinltnown
-1-5t Th i r d  wove .o-
S e c o n d  w o v e




F i g u r e  3 pH -I)ependcnce of half-w ave potentia ls for w- 
diazoacetophenonc X ~  ca. 8 x iO'hM-cu-diazoacctophcnone 
in M cllvaine buffer solutions; Q  -= ca. 7 x lO'Bi-tu-diazo- 
acetophenone in B ritton-R obinson  buffer solutions; the 
dashed lines show the results obtained by Foffani ct a /.'
the half-wave potentials of jS-mctltoxy-, />-chloro-, p -  
methyl-, and /)-nitro-co-diazoacetophenone are similar 
to that of the unsubstituted compound. Plots of Ei 
versus pH consist of straight lines intersecting at ca. 
pH 5, eyce;)t for the first wave of ^-nitro-ro-diazoaceto- 
phenonc, which gives a single straight line.
The (ffect of pH on the limiting currents is similar 
for all the diazo-ketones studied. Figure 4 shows the 
results f3r w-diazoacetophenone. The pH dependence is 
not marked except at I ugh and low pH values. All 
three waves decrease in height at high pH values, the 
third wave disappearing com pletely at pH 11, probably 
a a result of jiroton star\’ation.
Foffani et al.  ̂ ascribed the decrease in limiting current 
at low pH values, to a change in the electrode reaction. 
They suggested that below pH 2 the first wave is due to a 
two-electron reduction to phenylglyoxalhydrazone or 
acetophenone. The lim iting current for the first wave at 
low pH values is in agreement with this theory, but the 
decrease in the height of the second wave is not explained.
4 he correct explanation of the decrease in wave 
heights at low pH values is that the w-diazoaceto- 
phenone undergoes acid-catalysed hydrolysis to give 
benzoylmethanol and (in the presence of chloride ions) 
phenacyl chloride. This idea is supported by the 
observation that the diffusion currents for the first and 
second poiarographic waves decrease with time according 




F i g u r e  4 Lim iting currents for oj-diazoacetophenone as a 
function of pH . (a) 7-25 x  lO'bM-ca-diazoacctophenone in 
M cllva ine buffer solutions; (b) 6 91 x  10'^M-w-diazoaceto- 
phenonc in B r itton -R ob in son  buffer solutions
of the third wave is independent of time at pH values less 
than 4-G.
In M cllvaine buffer solutions the height of the first 
wave decreases with increasing age of the solution to a 
limiting value (Figure 5a), but if the potassium chloride 
in the buffer is replaced by potassium sulphate the first 
wave disappears com pletely (Figure 5b).
The half-wave potentials quoted for benzoylmethanol 
and phenacyl chloride  ̂ are consistent with these two 
compounds being the products in the chloride-containing 
solutions, but benzoylmethanol being the only product 
in the sulphate-containing solution. Benzoylmethanol 
and phenacyl chloride both give two poiarographic 
waves, the second of which corresponds to the reduction 
of acetophenone. Thus a mixture of benzoylm ethanol 
and phenacyl chloride will give a polarogram showing 
three waves, the third of which coriesponds to the 
reduction of acetophenone.
The two waves given by benzoylm ethanol have the 
same half-wave potentials as the second and third waves 
of (u-diazoaeetophenone in the same buffer solution. The 
two waves given by phenacyl chloride have the same 
half-wave potentials as the first and third waves of 
co-diazoacetophenone. Consequently, a suitable mixture 
of benzoylm ethanol and phenacyl chloride will give a 
n n l n r n g r ^ m  i H ç n t i r n l  t n  t t m t  o f  ( , > - r i i a 7 . O 0 C P f o p ) i e n f ^ n p ^  a s
is shown in Figure 0.
» (fl) H. Lund .^cta Chem. Scav.d., I960, 14, 1927; (6) P. J. 




Effect of the Height of the Mercury Reservoir.—The 
dependence of the limiting currents on the square root 
of reservoir height shows that the limiting current for 








r'lGURE Ô Tim e-depcndencc of the polarogram  for ca. 3 X 
in-<M-a)-diazoacptophenone in M cllvaine buffc" solu tions co n ­
tain ing >“o alm lio l. Each polarogram  starts a t — 0 3 v. 
V oltage scale 0 1 v per d ivision. Full scale dctfcction 10 fi am p.
(a) so lu tion  containing potassium  chloride, pH 2-10. From  
le ft to right, polarogram s obtained a t 0, 1, 3, 7, and 15 days;
(b) so lu tion  containing potassium  sulphate, pH  2 55. From  
le ft to  right, polarogram s obtained at 20 ruin, 1, 4, and 11 d ays
8 0 -
F ig u r e  U Polarogram s in M cllvaine buffer. pH  2 0. B oth  
polarogram s start at — 0 3 v. V oltage scale 0 1 v  per d ivision. 
Full scale deflection 12 g. am p. Left, 10‘^M-oj-diazoaceto- 
phenone. R ight. 2 2 x  lO'^M -benzoylmcthanol -}- 7 9 X 
lO^M -phenacyl chloride
waves, remains diffusion controlled until the kinetic 
influence of the rate of supply of protons begins to take 
effect at tlie highest pxf values.
Comparison with Acetophenone.— The agi cement be­
tween tlie half-wave potentials of acetophenone and
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those of the third wave of to-diazoacetophenone is very 
good up to pH 8 . At higher pH values the third wave 
of ro-diazoacetophenone is at a significantly more 
negative potential than that for acetophenone, probably 
due to shortage of protons.
Identification of the third wave with the reduction of 
acetcipiiciiiiiic cxplaUis the cb ic i v atiwii th at, \vlicrcas the 
diffusion currents for the first and second waves are 
linearly dependent on the concentration of diazo-ketone, 
the plot of diffusion current versus concentration is 
curved in the case of the third wave. A  high concen­
tration of acetophenone favours the formation of pinacol 
via dimérisation of a free-radical intermediate (a one- 
electron step) ; at lower concentrations the free radical 
intermediate is reduced to 2 -phenylethanol (a two- 
electron step).
Logarithmic Analysis of ihe First Poiarographic Wave. 
— In all cases the logarithmic plots were curved, many 
showing a horizontal section corresponding to a very 
large change in current for a small change of potential 
near the half-wave potential.
Kalousek Sîcitch Experiments.— Kalousek switch ex­
periments failed to detect an anodic wave except for 
/)-nitro-6j-diazoacetophenone which showed an anodic 
wave an approximately —0 IT v. B y analogy with the 
known beliaviour of nitrobenzene the anodic wave 
can be ascribed to the oxidation of the substituted  
phenylhydroxylamine, produced by reduction of the 
nitro-group, to the corresponding nitrosobenzene. .
Determination of u-Vulues.— Values of n calculated  
from the diffusion currents for the diazo-ketones studied  
were between 5 1 and T O for the first wave and approxi­
m ately 2  and 1 respectively for the second and third 
waves.
The average «-values for the first, combined first and 
second, and combined three waves of w-diazoaccto- 
phenone, determined by controlied-potential coiilometry, 
were 5‘TO, T (H, and 8  6 8  respectively. This suggests 
that the following scheme is essentially correct.
1 st wave, XCell^-CO-ClKN., d- Tll^ T  be —
XCgHyCO'CHg-KHg - f  m i f f ,
2 nd wave, XCgHyCO-CHvNHg fi 2 1 H 4 - 2 e — •
XCgHyCO-CHa f  N H / ,
3rd wave, XQH^-CO'CHa 4- 2H ' 4 - 2e — ^
XCgH,'CH(0 H)-CH3
or CHg
2 XCgHyC0 'CH3 4 - 2 PT - f  2 e — XCgH^-C-OH
XCgH.-C-OH
CH3
The measured «-value for the first wave is sliglitly less
1" L W . Sm ith and J. G. W aller, Trans.  Faraday Soc.,  1050, 
48, 290; 1. M. Kulthoff and J. J. Linganc. ‘ P olarography.’ 
Inter.scicnce. N ew  York. 1952, 2nd edn.. vol. 2. p. 748.
A
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tlian llie expected value of O, but this could be due to 
side reactions. The final product under the experi­
mental conditions used in the controlied-potential 
couloinetry (pi 1 7-30) is evidentb: 3,3-diphenvll>utane- 
2.3-diol.
Effect of Concentration of Triton .Y-100.— The effect of 
increasing suppressor concentration on the shape and
F ig u r e  7 P olaroscope traces for ca-diazoacctophenone in 
Britton- Robinson butler, pH  C-S7. Calibration points: (a)
0 to  — 2-25 V in step s of 0 25  v ;  (b), (c), and (d) i  0  2 to — 1 4  v  
in steps of 0 2 v
balf-wave potential of the six-electron wave of w-diazo- 
acetoplicnone was quite marked, but the resulting 
decrease in the diffusion current was slight. A sup­
pressor concentration of 0 -0 0 2 % was sufficient for 
complete suppression of the maximum. At concen­
trations of suppressor greater than 0 -0 0 2 "g the wave 
showed signs of splitting and at 0-005% Triton X-100, 
was split into two; a two-electron wave followed by a 
four-electron wave. The wave shape was unaffected 
by increasing the Triton X-100 concentration above 
0-005%.
Polaroscope Experiments.— Polaroscope traces for w- 
diazoacetophenone in Britton-Robinson buffer solution, 
pH 6-87, are shown in Figure 7. With no potential- 
lim itation, the trace (Figure 7a) shows three cathodic 
incisions corresponding to the three waves in the con­
ventional polarogram, and a small, reversible pair of 
incisions at —0-35 v. These last incisions are not due 
to artefacts as they remain unchanged when the extreme 
positive or negative potentials are limited. They dis­
appear only if the negative potential is lim ited to such 
an extent that the potential of the first wave is not 
reached.
When the negative potential is lim ited to a point on 
the plateau of the first wave, a reversible pair of incisions 
appears at —0 - 6  v  (Figure 7b). The size of these 
incisions is considerably reduced by limiting the positive 
potential so that the oxidation of mercury is avoided  
(Figure 7c). They are, therefore, due to an artefact 
which is probably a compound of mercury and amino- 
acetophenone. The incisions also disappear if the 
negative potential is limited so that the potential of the 
first wave is not reached.
If the negative potential is limited to a point near the 
rising part of the first wave, a reversible pair of incisions 
appears at approximately —0 - 8  v (Figure 7d). These 
inc'fions are eliminated by limiting the positive potential.
They are evidently due to an artefact given by inter­
mediates from the first wave; these intermediates are 
likely to be hydrazine derivatives, and hydrazine 
derivatives are known to form compounds with mercury.
Polaroscope traces for some of the substituted diazo- 
ketones also showed evidence of intermediates formed in 
the six-electron reduction.
Poiarographic Behaviour of a Possible Intermediate 
formed in the Six-electron Wave.— The polaroscope 
results showed that at least two intermediates with  
significant lifetimes are formed on the rising part of the 
six-electron wave. It seems quite likely that inter­
mediates could be produced according to the following 
scheme:
XCgH^'CO CHIN^ -r 2H+ -f  2e — ►
XQH^'CO'CHIN'NHg (1 )
X CgH yCO -CH IN -NH , +  2H+ +  2e — ►
XCgH^'CO'CHg'NH'NHg (2)
XCgH^'CO CHg'NH'NHg -  3H" -I- 2e —
XCeHyCO-CHg-NHg +  NH%  (3)
Polarograms of />-bromophenylglyoxal hydrazone and 





F ig u r e  8 Polarogr?.nis for (a) />-broniophcnylglyoxal hydrazone  
and (b) /)-bromo-u>-diazoacetophenonc in B r itton -R ob in son  
buffer solutions. Each polarogram  starts a t — 0-5 v. V oltage  
scale 0-1 v  per division. From left to right, polarogram s are 
at pH  7 94. 9 96, and 11-95
values from 4-86 to 11-95, except that the height of the 
first wave for the intermediate was less, relative to the
"  P. Zum an, ' Organic Poiarographic .Analysis,' Perga mon 
Pres.-., O xford, 1964, p. 99.
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other waves in the polarogram, than the height of the 
first dia-^o-kefone wave. Some typical polarograms are 
shown in Figure 8 .
The n-values for the first waves, calculated by assum­
ing that of the second wave to be 2, are d and 4 for 
diazo-ketone and the possible intermediate respectively, 
li ie  vaiLie of 4 is m at exnecreo tor rennet ion ot the inter­
m ediate to an amino-ketone. ■
U ) -
F i g u r e  9  From left to right, polarogram s of 4  4  X  1 0 ' M  
/)-brom o-cu-diazoacetophenone in 0 - 1 m  potassium  chloride, 
0 - 2 m  sodium  hydroxide, 1 0  ^ am p f.s.d .; electrolysis product 
at pH  0 87, 5 fi am p f.s.d. ; ^-brom ophenylglyoxal hydrazone  
a t pH 3-87, 2 ^ am p f.s.d .; ^-brom o-w -diazoacetophenone at  
pH  G 87, 5 ^  am p f.s.d. All polarogram s start a t — 0 2  v except  
for the first which starts a t — 0-5 v. V oltage scale 0 1 v  per 
d ivision
The excellent agreement between the half-wave 
potentials of the second and third waves of both com­
pounds at different pH values is also as would be ex­
pected for reduction of the intermediate to an amino- 
ketone. At low pH values the first wave for _/>-bromo- 
phenylglyoxal hydrazone is at a more positive potential 
than that for /i-bromo-w-diazoacetophenone, but it is 
also more pH-dependent, and the two waves approach 
each other as the pH increases. This explains why  
there is a change in the shape of the graph of half-wave 
potential against pH for the six-electron wave, and also 
whv there is evidence of splitting of the wave at high 
pH values.
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Preparation of an Intermediate by Controlied-potential 
Electrolysis.— Well defined splitting of the first poiaro­
graphic waves of w-diazoacetophenone and />-bromo-w- 
diazoacetophenone was observed in 0-2.M-sodium 
hydroxide solution (see Figure 9). Preparation of an 
interm ediate was therefore attem pted in 0-2M-sodium 
hvdroxide solution, the potential being controiiea at a 
value near the foot of the wave.
The electrolysis was carried out using the cell described 
in the Experimental section, with a separated silver 
anode. Electrolysis at a potential of —0-8 v was found 
to give the best yield of intermediate. After electro­
lysis, acetic, boric, and phosphoric acids and potassium  
chloride were added to a small portion of the electrolyte 
to make its composition approximately the same as a 
Britton-Robinson buffer of pH 6-87. At this pH the 
required intermediate gives a wave at a more positive 
potential than the diazo-ketone first wave, and it can be 
detected by polarography even in the presence of a large 
excess of diazo-ketone.
Polarograms of the electrolyte before and after electro­
lysis are compared with those of />-bromophenylglyoxal 
hydrazone and y>-bromo-w-diazoacetophenone in Figure 
9, and show that the intermediate can be prepared in 
high yield.
The product was extracted with ether and its i.r. 
spectrum was compared with those of />-bromophenyl- 
glyoxal hydrazone and ;!>-bromo-cj-diazoacetophenone, 
all as potassium bromide discs in the range 650—' 
4000 cm .’h The results showed clearly that the product 
was a mixture of the last-named two compounds, con­
firming that /)-bromopheiiylglyoxal hydrazone is an 
interm ediate in the electrolytic reduction of ^-bromo-w- 
diazoacetophenone.
Because of this result and of the general similarity in 
the poiarographic behaviour of the w-diazoacetophenones 
studied, it seems reasonable to suggest reactions (1 ) to  
(3) as representing the main processes involved in the 
six-electron wave shown by these compounds.
[9/186 Received. February 2rd,  1969]
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Adsorption Effects in the Poiarographic Behaviour of w-Diazoacetophen­
ones in Aqueous Buffer Solutions
By M. Bailes and L. L. Leveson,* School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Bath University of Technology, 
Bath BA2 7AY
Electrocapiiiary curves, concentration effects, and instantaneous current measurements indicate the importance of 
adsorption of the electroactive substance in determining the shape of the polarograms of co-diazoacetophenohes in 
aqueous buffer solutions. Potential-step transients show that the electrolytic reduction of adsorbed diazoketone 
is autocatalytic. Rate constants are reported for the autocatalytic reduction of some adsorbed diazoketones.
intriguing feature of the polarograms of w-diazo- 
acetophenones in arpieou.s Ituffer solutions is that 
the first wave (which corresponds to the six-electron 
reduction of the diazoketone to aminoketone) is ex ­
ceptionally steep.^ Similar poiarographic waxes have 
been reported for the reduction of some dipyridyl- 
etliylencs  ̂ and the anion of imr.cs-diamminotetrathio- 
f'-.-nimtorlironiinm/1 ni ion -  ft he anion of Rcinecke’s 
salti. Laviron’s exnlanatiun  ̂ of the abnormally steep  
j)olarogra]xlne waves obtained with dipyridylethylenes 
wa- that tim reduction of the free depolariser molecules 
is inhibited by a layer of adsorbed depolariser molecules 
on the elec'trode surface. When the electrode potential 
is sufficiently negative for the reduction of the adsorbed 
molecules to occur there is \ erv rajud reduction of the 
free de])olari<er molecules on the uncovered part of the 
surface: the current therefore rises to the diffusion-
limited \a!ue. In the case of the anion of Reinecke’s 
salt the abnormally steep wave was attributed  ̂ to 
inhibition by adsorbed anion, which displaces the start 
of reduction to tlie desorption potential.
'I't; g a in  a better understanding of tlie poiarographic 
behaviour of co-diazoacetophenones we have studied  
e lp c tr o r a p il ia r v  curves, the ronrentration-dependence
> : i . Railcs and L. L. Lcvcson. J.  Chnn.  Soc. [E],  1970, 34.
' 11. Laviron, Bull.  Soc. J i im.  France,  1962, 418; E. Laviroii 
and C. D cgrand, ibid.,  1966, 2194.
of the reduction potential, and instantaneous currents. 
We also report some potential-step (chronocoulometric) 
studies.
EXPERIMKXT.AL
ce ll f itte d  w ith  a d r o f  p in g  m ercury- e le c tr o d e , sa tu r a te d  
ca lo m e l referen ce e le c tr o d e , a n d  m ercu ry  p o o l a u x ilia r y  
e le c tr o d e  w is used  S id n lio n s  w ere  m a d e  u p  in a p h o sp h a te
buffer so lu t io n , pH  6-TU, e x c e p t  for th e  in sta n ta n e o u s -  
cu rren t m e a su r e m e n ts  w h ich  w ere carried  o u t  in a  B r it t o n -  
R o b in so n  buffer, p H  6 87.
Drop- t i iue  Mensurenict i t .^ — T h e d r o p -tim e  w a s m ea su red  
b y  use o f a  s im p le  o p tic a l sy s te m . A lig h t  b ea m  .vas 
d irec ted  th r o u g h  th e  ce ll on  to  a  p h o to tr a n s is to r . T h e  
m ercu ry  d ro p s in te rr ip ited  th e  lig h t  b eam  as th e y  fe ll an d  
th e  p u lses  p ro d u ced  by  th e  p h o to tr a n s is to r  w ere  a m p lified  
an d  a p p lied  to  an e lec tro n ic  s to p c lo c k  w h ich  th e n  d isp la y e d  
th e  drop  tim e .
T h e  r e p r o d u c ib ilitv  o f  drojr-tim e m ea su rem en ts  w as g ood  
n ear th e  e le c tr o c a p iiia r y  m a x im u m  (e.g., for p o ta ss iu m  
su lp h a te  so lu tio n  a t  — 0-5 w ith  resp ect to  a sa tu ra ted
c a lo m el e le c tr o d e  th e  sta n d a rd  d e v ia t io n  w as 0 08%).  
W h ere th e  d ro p -tim e  w a s m ore p o te n t la l-d e p e n d e n t  th e  
r e p r o d u c ila lity  w a s le ss  g ood  {e.y. ,  for p o u iss iu m  su lp h a te  
so lu t io n  a t  0 0 V w ith  resp ec t to  a sa tu r a te d  ca lo m el e le c ­
tro d e  m e  sta n d a rd  d e v ia liu u  w as M ea.iurcm ent3
® L. I'ischcrovA and H. P olâchocà, Coll. Ceech. Chem. Comm.,  
196.5, 30. 340.
3b
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were m ade a t p o ten tia l increm en ts of 0 05 V  over th e  range 
0 to  — 1-8 V wi*^h respect to  a satu rated  calom el electrode.
Instantaneoiis-currcnt M easurements.— A Chem ical E lec ­
tron ics p o ten tio sta t (1-6 A outp ut) w ith  a bu ilt-in  pulse  
generator w as used. C u rren t-tim e curv^es on the ‘ first 
drop ’ were obta ined  b y  using a m echanical drop-tim e  
controller w h ich  triggered th e  pulse generator w hen the  
drop fell. One in p u t o f a  double-beam  oscilloscope w as 
connected  to  a cell-current pream plifier w hich form s 
part o f th e  p o ten tio sta t, and the other in p u t w as connected  
to  an  accurate source of 10 H z pulses to  provide a tim e  
calibration . P hotographs w ere taken  on Polaroid 3000 
ASA film . Current calibration  lin es were added b y  ap p ly ­
ing know n v o lta g es to  th e  in p u t of the cell-current pre­
am plifier, and re-exposing the film  for each va lue of applied  
voltage.
Potential-s tep Transients .— T he apparatus w as very  
sim ilar to  th a t used for th e  in stan tan eou s current m easure­
m en ts b u t the p o ten tia l-step  w as applied to  the cell 1 s 
after th e  fall of the drop. T he resu lting current pulse was 
applied  to  an operational am plifier integrator and th e  in te ­
grator o u tp u t vo ltage w as d isp layed  by a d ig ita l vo ltm eter. 
T he in tegrator w as sw itched  on b y  a pulse from th e  pulse  
generator sh ortly  before the p oten tia l-step  was applied to  
the cell. The in tegration  tim e could be controlled so th a t  
an y  portion  of the current pulse could be in tegrated .
M ateria ls .— The d iazoketones were prepared and purified  
as p rev iou sly  reported.*
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Measurements were carried out at 25 ±  0 ‘1 °C. 
Potentials are quoted with respect to a saturated calomel 
reference electrode.
Electrocapiiiary Curves.— Electrocapiiiary curves were 
obtained from drop-time measurements for the w-diazo- 
acetophenones whose poiarographic behaviour was 
reported earlier.^ Comparison of electrocapiiiary curves 
with polarograms shows that all the diazoketones are 
adsorbed at potentials more positive than that of the 
first poiarographic wave. In some cases adsorption 
of the products of the first and second poiarographic 
waves was also indicated. The product of the second 
wave is desorbed before the potential of the third wave 
is reached.
The limited solubility of many of the diazoketones 
precluded a full study of concentration effects but this 
was possible in a number of cases. Some results 
for co-diazoacetophenone are shown in Figure 1 . The 
adsorption of this diazoketone increases steadily with 
increasing concentration. Adsorption of the reduction 
products is not detectable up to lm>i but then increases 
markedly so that it is of the same order as that of diazo­
ketone at 5mM. Electrocapiiiary curves for ^-ethoxy- 
w-diazoacetophenone are similar to those for w-diazo- 
acetophenone but the solubility is less and the ad­
sorption much stronger.
The area of mercury surface occupied by a molecule 
of adsorbed diazoketone was calculated from the Gibbs 
adsorption isotherm. The assumption inherent in this 
procedure, that only water and diazoketone are ad­
sorbed on the surface, is good for ^-ethoxy-w-diazo-
J. Chem. Soc. (B), 1971
acetophenone, for which coverage is complete in rhe 
concentration range studied (3 X 10“̂  to 1-2 x 
A value of ca. 4-2 x 10“̂  ̂ cm^ per molecule was cal­
culated for this compound. W ith w-diazoacetnphenone 
coverage was incomplete even at the highest concen­
tration but a value of ca. 6  2  x  1 0 '̂ "̂ cm® per molecule 
was calculated for a ImM-solution at a potential of 
—0-600 V (near the potential of zero charge, where ion 
adsorption is negligible). The results show that the 
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F ig u r e  I E lectrocapiiiary curves for tu-diazoacetophenone ; 
from  top to bottom  the curves relate to buffer and 0-087, 0 27, 
0-49, 1-01, 2-03, 2-93, 3-97, and 5-09niM -w-diazoacetophenone. 
Arrow A m arks the half-w ave potentia l of the first, and arrow  
B  that of the second poiarographic w ave
coverage would be less than for ^-ethoxy-w-diazoaceto- 
phenone.
The electrocapiiiary curves were virtually unaltered 
by the addition of 0 -0 0 2 % Triton X-100 although th’s 
concentration of suppressor is sufficient to remove 
m axima and (except for />-fluoro-(0-diazoacetophenone) 
to displaee the half-Wave potentials to sliglitly inoie 
negative values.
Concentraiion-dependence of Half-wave Poterdial.—  
Figure 2 shows the variation of the half-wave potential 
with diffusion cun en t for /)-ethoxy-o)-diazoacetophenone. 
The shift to more negative potentials as the diffusion 
current increases above cu. 2  pA is no doubt due to 
iiihibilion by adsOibeJ diazokoLoiic. ih e  shift to luui'e 
negative potentials as the diffusion cuirent decreased 
below ca. 2  pA cannot be explained.
Instantaneous Currents.— Current-time eurves on the
P l a t e  I Instantaneous current-tim e curves; (a) lO'^M-w-diazoacetophenone, —0-709 \ \  first and 
second drops; (b) 0-07 x  lO'^.M-g-ethoxy-oj-diazoacetophenone, —0-705 \', serial drops; (c)
0-07 X 10'^M -/j-ethoxy-w-diazoacctophenone, —0-777 first and second drops. Tim ing pulses o -1 s; 
current calibration (a) 1-0, (b) 1-9, (c) 4-7 pA per division
P l a t e  2 T ypical i - t  curves obtained in potential-step  electro­
lysis experim ents; (a) /j-cthoxy-w -diazoacetophenone; (b)
oi-diazoacetophenone. Initial potential —0-000 \';  final 
potential —0-900 V; current calibration 8 0 p.-V; tim e calibra­
tion 1 ms
[To face p.
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' first ' and subsequent drops were studied at various 
points on the six-electron wave of w-diazoacetophenone 
and /)-ethoxy-oj-diazoacetophenone in the absence of 
suppressor.
Near the foot of the poiarographic wave of w-diazo- 
acetopnenone the cu irent-tim e curves are linear except 
at the beginning of the drop-life. Higher up the wave 
the rate of increase of current increases as the drop 
grows [Plate 1(a)]. At the half-wave potential the curve 
begins to lose its ‘ concave-up ’ shape and the first drop 
bhowb a slioft current plateau which was reproducible. 
At potentials on the poiarographic m aximum the current­





though the concentration of product will be very small 
it m ay catalyse the reaction on the second drop suffi­
ciently to cause a change from an inhibited current to a 
diffusion current.
The reduction of a diazoketone inhibited by its own 
adsorption may be represented by Scheme 1. O
R
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F i g u r e  2 Variation of half-w ave potentia l w ith  diffusion  
current for p-ethoxy-w -diazoacetophenone
streaming of the electrolyte. A normal diffusion- 
current parabola is observed at more negative potentials 
on the plateau of the wave, the slope of the graph of 
log i against log t being 0-188, in good agreement with 
the theoretical slope (0-190) for spherical diffusion.^
Current-time curves for _p-ethoxy-co-diazoacetophen- 
one near the foot of the wave are similar to those for 
diazoacetophenone. When the potential approaches 
the point at which the current increases to the diffusion 
value a sharp current pulse appears just after the fall of 
the drop. Plate Hb) shows instantaneous currents 
on serial drops at a potential 1 mV positive of that at 
which the diffusion current is first observed, and illus­
trates the current pulses at their maximum size. The 
first drop at this potential did not show a current 
pulse. When the potential is slightly more negative 
than is needed to give the diffusion current on serial 
drops, it is possible to get a low current on the first 
drop and the diffusion current on the second [Plate 
1(c)].
The ‘ concave-up ’ curvature of the instantaneous 
current-tim e curves is characteristic  ̂ of an electrode 
process catalysed by some adsorbed substance. In 
such a case the graph of log i against log t should be 
linear with a slope of 7/6, but with our results these 
plots are not linear, but ' concave-up A possible 
explanation is that the electrode reaction is autocatalytic.
The unusual result shown in Plate 1(c) m ay be due 
to product from the reduction on the first drop. Al-
* J. K ùta and I. Sm cler. ' Progress in P olarography,’ vol. 1, 
ed. P. Zuman, Intorscience, N ew  York, 1962, p. 43.
represents the diazoketone in bulk solution, Og the free 
diazoketone at the electrode surface, and the
adsorbed diazoketone; R is the reduction product. 
The depolariser molecules diffuse to the electrode 
surface and are either adsorbed or reduced. and 
are, respectively, rate constants for the reduction of free 
diazoketone on the uncovered and covered parts of the 
electrode. The reduction of Og and Ô ds may be auto­
catalytic. Assuming diffusion control of adsorption 
and using a diffusion coefficient of 9-5 x  10“* cm- s"̂  
(computed from the diffusion current) we calculate 
the tim e for complete monolayer adsorption of diazo­
ketone from a ImM-solution to be ca. 20 ms. The 
instantaneous current-tim e curves near the foot of the 
wave show that the electrode is covered in a very short 
time. In this potential region there is little evidence 
for reduction on the uncovered part of the electrode: 
the small current that does flow m ust be due to reduction  
through the adsorbed layer or reduction of the adsorbed 
layer.
At more negative potentials m ay become com­
parable with Ag so that the time required for complete 
coverage is increased This is apparently what happens 
with /?-ethoxy-co-diazoacetophenone : the current due to 
reduction on the uncovered part of the drop becomes 
visible on the current-tim e curves as a short pulse at 
the start of the drop-life [Plate 1(b)].
When becomes large enough to prevent com plete 
coverage of the electrode the potential is so negative 
that the rate of reaction on the uncovered part of the 
electrode is diffusion-controlled. As a result the con­
centration of diazoketone at the electrode surface falls 
rapidly to zero and any adsorbed molecules are- de­
sorbed. The electrode is now completely free from 
adsorbed depolariser and the current is wholly diffusion- 
controlled.
The ratio of «j : is the most important factor de­
termining the point at which the change from an in­
hibited current fn a diftusion-cnntrolled rurrent occurs. 
The rate of reduction of adsorbed molecules m ay have 
some influence but it cannot be the main factor as implied
® J. K eyrovsky and J. K ùta, ‘ Principles of. P olarography,’ 
.\cad em ic  Press, N ew  York, 1966, p. 322.
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by Laviron  ̂ because if it wore large enough to prevent 
complete coverage by adsorbed molecules it would give 
rise to a mucli larger inhibited current than is observed.
Potential-step Transients.— Potential-step transients 
were obtained for a number of diazoketones, by use of a 
starting potential of —0-600 V ana a hnal potential 
on the plateau of the first poiarographic wave. All 
the current-time curves obtained in these experiments 
show a maximum. In some cases the approach to the 
maximum is ' concave-up in others ‘ convex-up ’ 
(see Plate 2). The concave-up curves, and the corre­
sponding integrated current-tim e curves [e.g. Figure 
3, A), suggest an autocatalytic reduction of the adsorbed
(/ms
F i g u r e  3 Chronocoulom etric curves for />-methoxy-u>-diazo- 
acetophenonc; experim ental results; H, after correction
f o r  diffusion. Initial potentia l —0-600  : final potential
- 1 0 0  V
diazoketone, in agreement with the instantaneous- 
current results. The fact that c.)-diazoatetophenone 
gives, a concave-up instantaneous current Plate I (a)l 
and a convex-up potentiostatic current-tim e curve 
[Plate 2(b)] is probably because, at the final potential 
of the potential-step, the reduction of free diazoketone 
predominates.
The integrated rate equation for a second-order 




- f  X q —  X) (1)
initial concentrations of reactant and catalyst respec­
tively and -V is the concentration of product at time t. 
For the heterogeneous surface reaction the concen­
trations are surface concentrations, e.g., molecule cm" .̂
Assume a short induction period t after application of 
the pulse during which product is formed on the surface 
of the drop. If gr is the quantity of electricity con­
sumed in the r é d u c t i o n  of adsorbed diazoketone during 
the induction period, Qt the quantity involved in re­
duction of the adsorbed layer up to time t after applica­
tion of the pulse, and the quantity needed for com ­
plete reduction of the adsorbed layer, then oc Qj, 
X rr. G, — Or, Ur, rr Qoc — (/,. and equation (2) follows.
0̂ ~i~  ̂ _  Qt 
0̂ ~  Q.OÜ — Qt
A. Frost and R. G. Pearson, ' K inetics and M echanism ,’
(2)
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Thus, from equation (1) a graph of log {QtiQ^c ~  Qt) 
against t should be linear if the surface reaction is 
autocatalytic.
To test equation (I) it is necessary to correct the 
quantity of electricity measured in the potential-step  
electrolyses for double-layer charging and tor the 
quantity of electricity involved in the reduction of 
diazoketone diffusing from the bulk solution to the 
electrode surface exposed by the reduction of the ad­
sorbed layer. The double-layer charging current de­
cayed to zero in ca. 0-2 ms. Tlie faradaic current at 
this time was negligible and it was consequently possible 
to measure the double-layer charging correction directly. 
The correction for diffusion was carried out as follows. 
If the reduction of diazoketone diffusing to the exposed  
surface is rapid compared with the rate of diffusion (a 
reasonable assumption at potentials on the plateau 
of the poiarographic wave) and the initial concentration  
at the electrode surface is the same as in the bulk 
solution (this will be valid at relative!;' high concen­
trations of depolariser) the diffusion current at time t 
after the start of m e autocatalytic reaction is given ■ 
by equation (3) where A — area of electrode exposed
Ù ,3)
by reduction of adsorbed layer and C is the concentra­
tion. Assuming, as before, a short induction period 
during which product accumulates on the surface before 
the autocatalytic reaction starts, we obtain equation (4)
A  =  Atn{xQ  - f  x ) A r r  (4)
where (.vj -f  x) is the total surface concentra^-ion of 
product in molecule c m i s  the area occupied by one 
molecule, and A j is the total area of the drop. Solving  
equation (I) for (.v̂  -4- x) as a function of time gives 
equation (5) and thus (6) and (7) provided .4ni is the
 «0 +  ________
A = Ami ac
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same for reactant and product. Combination 
equations (3) and (7) gives (8).
n F D K A r  ( ____________ I______________\
1 -  (W G x p [-A (a o -b .V o )cVrA-t'-
(8 )
2nd edn., John W iley  and Sons Inc., N ew  York, 1961, p. 19.
Implicit in this treatment is the assumption (consistent 
with the electrocapiiiary curves) that the product is 
strongly adsorbed and does not diffuse away from the 
electrode. Diffusion during the induction period i> 
neglected.
In order to  c a lc u la te  th e  d iffu s io n  curren t Using  
eq u a tio n  (8 ) it is n ecessa ry  to  k n o w  th e  rare c o n s ta n t
’ D. M acGi’lavrv and F. K. R idcal, Ucc. Trav.  chini..  1937, 56. 
1013.
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for the autocatalytic reaction and this cannot be evalu­
ated unless the experimental coulom b-tim e curves 
are corrected for diffusion. The problem was solved by 
the following iterative procedure.
An approximate value of k was calculated from the 
graph of t against \o^(0,<0^ — 0,) using unrorrerted
1 1-5
f/ms
rlGl'Ri. 4 Tv pica I integrated second-ordcr ante,catalytic rate 
plots; .-\. C, and I), p-im -thoxy-cu-diazoacctophcnor.: at final 
step potentia ls l uO, -0 -8 7 , and — 0 85 \  respecta  ely ; B. 
/> ethow -<u-diazoaccto})henone ( — 1-0.5 V); and I., j  n icthyl- 
ui-ihuzoacetophcnone ( -  0-87 \  )
value- nf (J. .-I,,, was calculated from Q ,.  An arbi­
trary, short, induction period was assumed from which 
«0 and ly were calculated; these values and that of k 
were u s e d  to calculate diffusion currents b\ use of 
equation (8). The number of coulombs due tn diffusion 
were obtained 1)\- graphical integration , d the /,/ f 
curve. The experimental {) values were ('orrec led for 
diffusion and the i orrec fed values used to get a better 
value for k .  The second value for k  was used to obtain 
a more accurate correction for diffusion, and a third 
value for k. The iteratixe prorc-s was repeated until 
the \ allies for k  converged ; three or four iterations were 
generally sufficient.
.\ typical corrected Q-t curve is shown in l igure 3, B. 
All the second-order autocatalytic rate plots were 
excellent straight lines, typical results are sliown in 
I'igiire 4. For fast reactions the results were e\ aluated 
to high conversions. J'or slower reactions results 
we-e taken up to smaller conversions in order to avoid
'  1. ('. (.sizm adia. s . \  Ilouldon. O . .M croz, and I’. Y ates, 
T c t r a h r d i i n i ,  I 9 6 0 ,  2 5 ,  2 1 2 1
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having to niake adtln n ni.d i '-rrection- for Jrup-giuwth 
(up to about 10 ms these are negligible or ver\' small) 
and for diffusion o f produi t a wav from the electrode.
Values of k at different potentials for three diazo­
ketones are in the Table. The rate constants were
Specific rates (ICd-Æ m olecule * cm''̂
a u to ca ta ly tic  electro lytic  reduction  





Substn t. 0-K5 0-87 <1-9(1 <1-9.5 1-00 ! 05
/)-E tO 0-1ÔU 124 2 07 &82 3 08
/>-.Me 1 <11 1 45 2 05 3-19 4 07 5 21
f-AIeO 2 79 3-84 5-36 7-04 8-69 10-7
reproducible to within a few per cent. The potential- 
dependence of the rate constant decreases with increasing 
overvoltage (Figure o). This result can be explained 
in terms of an electrode reaction involving chemical 
reaction and electron transfer. At low overvoltages 
the electron-transfer step is rate-determining and at 
high overvoltages the chemical reaction is rate-determin­
ing.
The area per molecule, calculated from the goc value 
is ca. 3 4 X 10^^ cm^ for />-ethoxy-M-diazoacetophen- 
one, 4-2 10'^  ̂ cm^ for /)-methyl-w-diazoacetophenone,
and B-2 x  cm% for /)-methoxv-w-diazoacetophen- 
one. These results compare with 4 2 
6-2 S' 1 0  lo cm- for />-ethoxy-oj-diazoacetophenone and
0 65 0 95 105
-f/V
I'lGORE 5 Potential dependence ot log k:  A, p - e t h o x y - o > -
diazoacetophenoiie ; B, g-m ethoxy-oj-diazoacetophenone; C. 
g-niethyl-co-diazoacetopheiione. 13 has been added to log k 
for g-ethoxyd iazoacctop h en on e, and 12 to fi.g k for g-n ie th y l 
and g-m ethoxy-tu-diazoacetophenone
w-diazoacetophenone, respect! . e lw  from electrocapiiiary 
curves. The cross-sc'tional areas calculated for 
(o-diazoacetophenone from the geometries reported b\- 
Yates et al.  ̂ are ca. 0-7 x  lb cm% for the molecule 
standing vertically on the surface and 3 0 X 10'*  ̂
cm% for the molecule Iving flat.
[1/219 Received, March bih, 1971
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Solvent Effects on the Rates of Some Acid-catalysed Reactions
By C. W. T h o m a s  * and L. L. Leveson,  Science Department, Bristol Polytechnic, Ashley Down, Bristol
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Solvent Effects on the Rates of Some Acid-catalysed Reactions
By 0 .  W. T h o m a s  * and L. L. L eveson ,  Science Department, Bristol Polytechnic, Ashley Down, Bristol
Rate constants for some acid-catalysed reactions are reported together with Hq acidity functions in dilute solutions 
of perchloric acid in dioxan-water mixtures at various temperatures. Rate constants in dioxan-water mixtures 
containing 0 1M-hydrochloric acid are also reported. In all cases graphs of log (observed rate constant) against 
Hq are linear for reactions in perchloric acid solutions of fixed solvent composition. The slopes of these graphs are 
relatively insensitive to solvent composition except for the A - 1  reactions studied, for which the slopes show an 
appreciable solvent-dependence. The effects of changing solvent composition on the reaction rates in solvents 
containing a constant concentration of mineral acid catalyst are compared by plotting graphs of Hq -t- log k against 
log (activity of water). With 0 1 M-perchloric acid catalyst approximately linear correlations are obtained which are 
discussed in terms of the reaction mechanism. Comparison of results obtained with perchloric and hydrochloric 
acid catalyst also throws light on the reaction mechanisms.
F o r  the hydrolysis of w-diazoacetophenones in aqueous 
dioxan containing 0 1 M-perchloric acid, graphs of Hq - f  
log k  against percentage of water in the solvent are 
approxim ately linear, with negative slopes.^ This result 
is qualitatively in agreement with B unnett’s treatm ent  ̂
for an ,4-1 reaction. Although the mechanism of w- 
diazoacetophenone hydrolysis had not been firmly estab­
lished the result suggested that such con elations might 
be used for diagnostic purposes. Solvent effects were 
therefore studied by use of the following compounds: 
ethyl diazoacetate (I), I-phenylbut-2-en-l-ol (II), a- 
diazodeoxybenzoin (III), 9-diazofluorene (IV), 3-cliazo-l- 
m ethoxycarbonyloxy-l-phenylacetone (V), w-diazoaceto- 
phenone (VI), and diazo- (4-methylphenylsulphonyl)- 
m ethane (VII).
The reactions were chosen to provide examples of 
different acid-catalysed meciianisms. The hydrolysis of 
the ester (I)  ̂ is a well established example of the ,4-2 
mechanism. The rearrangement of the butene (II)*  
involves intra- and/or inter-molecular participation of 
water in the rate-determining step. Hydrolyses of the 
ketone (III) and the fluorene (IV) .̂7 are well estab­
lished examples of the H -Se2  mechanism. X -l and /1-2 
routes have both been suggested for the hydrolysis of 
ketones (V) and (VI). In the presence of hydrochloric 
acid the sulphonyl compound (VII) seems to hydrolyse 
by the ,4-2 route although in perchloric acid the Bunnett 
u'-value ( — 2-3) is consistent  ̂ with the A-1  route for an 
oxygen or nitrogen base.
1 L. L. L eveson and C. W . T hom as. J.  Ckem. See.  (B).  I960. 
1051.
* J. F. B u n n ett, J .  Amer.  Chem. Soc.,  1961, 83, 4956 et seq.
= [a) \V . J. A lbery and R. P. B ell, Trans.  Faraday  Soc., 1961, 
a l .  191J: (oj \V. I. .•'Vlbery and M. H. D avies, ibid..  1969. do. 
10(^6: (t;) W . J. Albery, J. E . C. H utchins. R. M. H yde, and 
R. H. Johnson. J.  Chem. Soc. (B),  1968, 219.
\a) E . A. Braude and E. S. Stern, / .  Chem. Soc., 19 18, 1982; 
(h) £ .  A. Braude, Ann.  Reports,  1949, 43. 125; (c) E . A. Braude, 
Quart.  Rev. ,  1950, 4, 404.
The chosen substrates give fairly convenient rates in 
0-1 M-perchloric acid solutions at readily accessible 
temperatures. Interpretation of the results is thus
N2CH*C02Et 
( I  )
Ph
CHv C H = C H - C - O H









( Y I )
0  Ph  
II I
N2 -CH C • C H - 0 - C 0 2 M e  
(Y.)
Me y  \ \ s 0 2-CHN2 
(YTL)
simplified because the ionic strength is constant and only 
one indicator is needed to measure H q.
Before the effects of changing solvent composition 
were investigated the suitability of the indicator was 
checked by studying the correlation between H q and 
log k in different solvent mixtures containing perchloric 
acid.
It was considered of interest to compare solvent effects 
in solutions of OT.M-perchlonc and OT.M-hydrochloric
‘ J. B. F. N. Engborts, N . F. Bosch, and B. Zwanenburg, 
Rec. Trav.  chim.,  1966, S5, 1068.
“ W. Jugelt ana u .  z^chimat. Tetrahedron,  1968, 24. 69.
’ K. D. W arren. J. Chem. Soc. 1961, 2561.
* H. D ahn and H, Gold. Hclv.  Chim.  Acta,  1963, 48, 983.
» S. Aziz and J. G. T iilctt, J .  Chem. Soc. [B). 1968, 1302.




acids since the mechanisms may be affected by the 
nncleophilicity of the anion.
EX PERIM ENTAL
M a te r ia ls .— E th y l d iazoaceta te  "  and l-p h e n y lb u t-2 -en-
i-o l were prepared by standard m eth ods and purined by
T a b l e  1
} I q A c id ity  fun ctions for perchloric acid in 50 and 90%  
d io x a n -w a ter  m ixtures a t different tem peratures
[HCIO,]/
M
50% Dioxan-water 90% Dioxan--water
10 °C 15 °C 25 «C * 15 °C 25 °C 35 °C
0 - 0 1 0 3-05 3-12 3-21 3-29 3-30
0 - 0 2 0 2  82 2-83 2-87 2-96 3 00
0-030 2 58 2-61 2-72 2-79 2-82
0-050 2-31 2-38 2-46 2-55 2-56 2-54
0-080 2-16 2 - 2 2 2-27 2-29 2-29
0 - 1 0 0 1-87 2 - 0 2 2-11 2 13 2-15 2 13
0-160 1-85 1-81
0 - 2 0 0 1-74 1-65 1 67
* From ref. 1.
d istilla tion  at reduced pressure. a-D iazodeoxybenzoin , 
m .p. 79 °C (from ether) (lit.d^ 79 °C). and 9-dia/ofiuorene,
D ah il and Gold.® oi-D iazoacecophenone w as prepared and  
purified as described.'-* D iazo-(4-m ethvlph en ylsu lph onyl)- 
rnethane, m .p. 34— 36 °C from ether (lit.,'® 34— 37 "C), 
w as prepared bv the m ethod of van  Leusen and Strating.'®  
T he purification  of d ioxan  and w -n itroanilin e have been  
described .' Perchloric and hydrochloric acid stock  solutions  
were prepared by d ilu ting  A n alaR  acids w ith  distilled  
w ater and standardised  by  titration .
M ethods .— A cid ity  functions were m easured in the usual 
w ay w ith  a U nicam  S P  500 sp ectrop liotom eter. m-  
N itroaniiine, for w hich pA^ w as taken to  be 2 50, was used  
as ind icator.
R eaction  rates were m easured by the n itrogen evo lu tion  
m ethod  "  or sp ectrop hotom etrica lly  b y  follow ing the  
decrease or increase of a characteristic  absorption of the  
substrate  or product. T he follow ing w avelen gths were used ; 
(I), 250 nm  (decrease); (II), 250 nm  (increase); (III), 325 
nm  (decrease); (IV), 350 nm  (decrease); (V), 252 nm  
(decrease); (VI), 295 nm  (decrease); (V II), 252 nm (de­
crease). The general procedure for specirop hotom ctric  rate  
m easurem ents w as as follow s. A stock  so lu tion  of the  
su bstrate  in d ioxan  w as m ixed w ith  appropriate am ounts of 
w ater and d ioxan  and the m ixture equilibrated  m a thernio- 
sta t bath . T he reaction w as started  bv addin.g the nccessary
T a b l e  2
R ate  con stan ts (IO®A/min'') in 50 and 90% d io x a n -w a ter  m ixtures conta in ing  HCIO* 
50% Dioxan-water 90% Dioxan-w ater
(II) (III) (IV) (VII) (I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) (V ll)
24 95 °C 29-79 °C 24 95 'C 14-50 °C 29-79 °C 24-95 °C 29-79 °C 24-95 °C 14-50 °C 35-00 °C 24-95 °C 29-79
0 - 0 1 0 3 43 3-26 3-95 2-17 1-69 1 47
0 - 0 2 0 6-93 5-78 1-04 8  30 4-50 3 49 2 99
0-030 11-3 8-99 13 7 7-40 5-69 0-550 4 45 0-808 0-219
0-050 19-6 14 5 2-21 25-2 0-197 14 1 1 1 1 0-887 8-01 0 - 1 1 0 1-42 0-427
0  080 35-4 24-7 3-49 41-9 0-303 26-4 19-7 1-64 14 6 0-199 2-71 0-804
0  1 0 0 43-7 4 1 4 4-27 59-6 0 423 42 3 28 9 2-21 20-9 0-293 ♦ 3-64 *t 1-05
0-140 0-682
0-150 6  85 3-81
0-160 0-625 8-19 2-11
0-170 0-738
0 - 2 0 0 9-25 0-970 5 74 0 833 13 2 3 22
Determined by nitrogen evolution. |  From ref. 1.
m .p. 98 4 °C (lit.,'® 94— 95 °C) from ligh t petroleum  (b.p. 
30— 40 °C), were prepared by ox idation  of the corresponding
T a b l e  3
A cid ity  functions in d io x a n -w a ter  m ixtures conta in ing  
O lOOM-perchloric acid  
Hq
Volume % dioxan 15 °C 35 °C
40 181 187
50 2 02 2 08
60 2 24 2 36
70 2 39 2 50
80 2 43 2 46
90 2 13 2 13
hydrazones.'® 3-D iazo- 1-m eth o x ) carb onyloxy- 1-phenvl-
acetone, m .p . 110-5 °C (lit,® 1 1 1  °C), from  ligh t petroleum  
(b.p. 60— 80 °C )-m ethan ol, w as prepared as described by
11 O v n  r - . . ’ ! I ' - i  ■'TT or , . - i
H. B unon. J. Chem. Soc.. 1920 ana
”  Org. Synlh., 1942, Coll. vol. II, 496, H. Staudiiiger and
O. Kupfer, Bcr., 1911, 44, 2207.
*■* L. L. Leveson and C. \V. Thomas J. Chem. Soc. (B), 1967, 
680.
volum e of a stock  so lu tion  of acid, and the m ixture trans­
ferred to  a 1 cm  stoppered cell in the therm osta tica lly  con­
trolled cell housing of a U m cam  SP  500 sp ectrophotom eter. 
T he tem perature in the cell housing w as m easured b y  use of 
a therm istor placed in a cell; tem perature control in th e  cell 
w as to  d:0'03 °C. T he o u tp u t o f th e  instrum ent w as 
con tin u ou sly  recorded on a R ikadenki recorder rype 5 2 4 .  
R ate con sta n ts were ca lcu lated  by  use of th e  in tegrated  first- 
oid er  equation  or G uggenneim 's method.'® T he ic-pioduei- 
b ility  o f the rate con sta n ts  w as ± 3 % .
T he m eaning of x% (v/v) of dioxan has been described .'
H q A cid ity  fun ctions and observed rate co n stan ts, k, in 50 
and 90%  so lu tion s of perchloric acid are show n in T ables  
1 and 2. T able 1 includes values of H q a t 25 °C for com ­
parison. T able 3 lists ac id ity  fun ctions in 0 -iM -perchlonc
acid solution . T able 4 show s rate con sta n ts  in 0 -1 m -  
perchMric and 0 -iM -hydrochloric acids in different d ioxan- 
w ater m ixtures. E x cep t where otherw ise ind icated  rate
*® A. M. van Lcu.sen and .\. L St.aihig. Rec. Tyio. Chim 
1965.  84 .  151.
'* E. Braude, f. Chem. Soc., 1948, 1971.
”  M. A. Pan' and F. A. Long. Chem. Rev. 1957 57 I.
'* E. A. Guggenheim, Phil. Mag., 1926, 2, 538,
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DISCUSSION
Acidity Functions .— Table 1 shows that H q increases 
slightly with increasing temperature in 50% dioxan-  
water m ixture between 10 and 25 °C, but the change of 
H q w ith temperature is insignificant in 90% dioxan-water
O C 1 A.lif 1 ^ r ,  - .  , 1 ^  -  1.  ̂ ^
MKJ  Ck.iAV& V / .  X m  AV, O V Ji LI L * V i i a
—H q passes through a minimum as the proportion of
Figure I). Slopes of graphs of log k against H q are 
collected, together with values reported by other workers, 
in Table 5. The values for the sulphonyl compound 
(VII) compare with values of — IT 5 and — IT 2 re­
ported for diazo-(4-nitro- and -(4-rnethoxy-phenyl-
3 u l p h o n y i ) i i i C L i i a i i c  111 4C'/r) ial0Xd.H—\v c l tc i  M JiU lio I lb  o i
perchloric acid at 25 °C. Zucker-H am m ett slopes of
T a b l e  4.
R a te  con sta n ts  (lO^A/min"^) in d io x a n -w a ter  m ixtures conta in ing  OTOO.M-acid
VoluiTl6 (I) (II) (III) (IV) (V) (VI) (VII)
% 24 95 °C 29-79 °C 24-95 X 14-50 °C 35-00 °C 24-95 °C 29-79 °C
dioxan HCIO4 HCl HCIO. HCIO, * HCl HCIO, HCl HCIO, HCl HCl HCIO, HCl
40 76 2 148 5 15 12 2 0-140 0-445 4 25 0-697 0 - 8 8 8
45 60-7 70-0
46 6-83
50 43 7 108 41 4 5-37 3-69 59 6 47-3 0-107 0-405 3-75 0-423 0-630
60 25 6 72 9 24-0 2-75 27-9 24 4 0-0847 0-414 3-42 0-276 0 540
6 8 2-05
70 191 75 5 17 4 2 73 16-1 16-6 0-0792 0 573 4 16 0 - 2 2 2 0-582
76 170
80 18 4 10 2 16 3 6-82 12-2 22-5 0-130 1-06 7-56 0-270 0-990^
83 1-79
85 20 3 13-5 13 6 69-2
90 42 3 132 28 9 2-62 20-9 104 0-293 2-60 2 2 - 8 1 05 3 04
92 3-62
95 60-4
* Determined by nitrogen evolution.
dioxan in the mixture changes from 40 to 90% (Table 3). 
The position of the minimum is unaffected by temperature 
between 15 and 35 X  but the temperature<lependence 
of H q seems to be greatest near the minimum.
10 1-i ,
log (4/ min )
F ig u re  1 Typical Ho~\ogk (O) and log Ch+ — lo g /? (A) 
graphs for results in 90% dioxan-water. For (I) and (IV), 
2 has been added to log k and log C'hi-. For (VI), .3 has been 
added to log k, 0  2 to H„. and — 0 1  to log Ca+
log k-HQ Relationships.— For results in 50 and 90%  
dioxan-w ater mixtures graphs of log k against H q are 
g(H)d straight lines for all the substrates studied. In 
terms of linearity there is little to choose between graphs 
of log k against H q, and log k against log Ch-, when the 
results for 50% dioxan solutions are used. There is a 
clear distinction wnen the results for 90% dioxan m ix­
tures are used; graphs of log h against H q are linear 
whereas graphs of log k against log Cn+ are curved (see
— I 01 (50% dioxan-water),^ — 1 04 (60% dioxan- 
water),^ and — IT 3 (water)  ̂ have been reported for w- 
diazo-4'-methoxy-, -4'-nitro-, and -3'-fluoro-acetophenone 
respectively at 25 °C in perchloric acid solutions. Some
T a b l e  5
Slopes of graphs of log k against / / q in different 
w a ter-d io x a n  m ixtures
Volume % dioxan
ubstrate 0 40 50 60 90
(I) -1 -0 7 -  1-00 -1 -1 4
(0 °C) • (25 X ) (25 XI
(II) -0 -9 1 -1 -0 6
(30 X ) (30 X )
(111) - 0 - 9 - 0 -8 6 - 0-8 8
(25 X ) » (25 L̂) (26 "Vj
(IV) -1 -0 5 -0 -9 9
(15 X ) (15 X )
(V) - 1-10 - 1-02  - 1-01
(25 X ) (25 X ) (35) X
(VI) - 1-00 -  1-03
(25 X ) « (25 X )
(VII) -0 -9 8 -0 -9 9
(30 X ) (30 X )
“ Ref. 3(a). » Ref. 5. ' Ref. 8 . “ Ref. 9. ‘ Ref. 1.
of the Zucker-Hamm ett slopes reported by other workers 
for the same or similar substrates are appreciably higher 
than ours. In every case the higher values were obtained  
with very much higher concentrations of acid catalyst and 
m ay well be due to a positive, primary salt effect. The 
slopes of log k-JlQ graphs arc relatively insensitive to 
solvent composition except for the two reactions in which 
water is involved in the rate-determining step. In these 
cases the magnitude of the slopes increases by ca. 15% in 
changing from 50 to 90% dioxan.
Effect of Solvent Composition .— One method of treating 
solvation effects on the rates of acid-catalysed reactions
>43
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is duc to Bunnett,^ who derived the relationship (1) 
between H q, k, and water activity â . in the case of a 
weakly basic substrate. In this equation, t, s, a, and b
H q +  log a =  constant +
[(< — S) -  (̂ 7 -  )̂] log <7,, (1)
represent the numbers of molecules of water of solvation  
associated with the transition state, the initial solvated  
state, the indicator conjugate acid, and the indicator 
base, respectively. The equation was derived for aque­








F i g u r e  2  H q f  log A as a function of log for the hydrolyses 
of compounds (I)— (VII) in dioxan-water mixtures containing 
O IOO.M-HCIÔ . Data for (VI) were taken from ref. I. Arbit­
rary constants x have been added to f/o -j- log A as follows: 
(I). % =  - 0  9: (II). X =  - 0  7; (III), X =  0 55; (IV),
.r =- - 0  2; ( V ) A r = - 2  0; (VI). a ^  I I; (VII). a =  179
provided that dielectric constant effects are negligible and 
that differential solvation by dioxan is neglected. 
B unnett’s assumption that activity coefficient ratios for 
species of like charge are independent of solvent com­
position must also be valid.
From considerations of dielectric constant alone the 
left-hand side of equation (I), which corresponds 
approximately to the logarithm of the rate constant at 
zero H q, would be expected to decrease with the 
proportion of water in the solvent fcr A-2  and /1-Se2  
reactions. This is not the case for perchloric acid solu­
tions; further, overall changes in H q -f log k are much 
larger than would be expected from dielectric constant 
effects in most c a s e s . I t  appears therefore that dielec­
tric constant effects are of minor importance and that
+ m rlpfprrn^n-
ing changes in H q -p log k in perchloric acid solutions.
E. S. Amis, ' Solvent Effects on Reaction Rates and Mechan­
ism ;.’ Academic Press, New York. 196d.
*' B. Cox and P. McTigue, Aii%tral. J. Chen-.. 1967, 20, 1SI5. 
*• A. L. Vierk, Z. anorg. Chon., 1950, 2G1, 283.
This is in agreement with the comments of Cox and 
McTigue with regard to solvent effects on unimolecular 
and ion-dipole reactions.
When a single indicator is used to measure H q the 
relative slopes of the Bunnett plots for different sub­
strates are given by the relative values of {/ — s) since the 
contribution of {a — b) to the slopes is constant. Thus 
the expected order of the Bunnett slopes is -1-Sk2 >  
A-2  >  A-]  when the same indicator is used throughout.
Figure 2 shows H q - f  log k in O-lM-perchloric acid 
solutions plotted against log for compounds (I)— (VII).
In the absence of data for solutions containing 0-1m- 
perchloric acid values of in binary dioxan-water  
mixtures were used. It is reasonable to expect that 
changes in in dilute solutions of perchloric acid are 
proportional to changes in a„ in the solvent. The reac­
tions all give approximately linear correlation curves and 
fall clearly into three groups in Figure 2. As expected, 
the two ^-S>;2 reactions give lines with more positive 
slopes than do the two reactions in which water is 
involved in the rate-determining step. The slopes for 
the fiuorene (VI) {ca. 4-4) and the butene (11) [ca. 4-T3) 
are in the ranges predicted by Bunnett  ̂ for an A -5^2  
and ,4-2 reaction respectively. The slopes for the 
benzoyl derivative (III) {ca. 4-2-5) and the ester (I) 
(ca. —0-6) are ca. 0-5—3 units more negative than 
predicted for purely aqueous solutions.
An intra- and/or inter-molecular mechanism for the 
rearrangement of the butene (II) has been suggested  ̂
which proceeds via  a cyclic four-membered transition 
state (A) or acyclic transition state (B). It was suggested  
that the mechanism must be intramolecular in an­
hydrous dioxan but transition state (B) m ay also be
A
( A)
çA ^ '> ç  
0  ♦ 0   ̂* 
\  if
! B )
involved in aqueous dioxan. The similarity of lines for 
compounds (I) and (II) in Figure 2 suggests that the 
intermolecular A-2  mechanism is favoured in aqueous 
dioxan.
Compounds (V)— (VII) give lines with approximately 
the same slope of between —4 and —5. An obvious 
conclusion to be drawn from Figure 2 is that these three 
substrates hydrolyse by the same mechanism which is 
neither nor A-2  involving oxygen or nitrogen
protonation. The negative slopes of the lines for (V)—  
(VII) are consistent with either of the likely possibilities: 
an ,4-2 mechanism with carbon protonation or an A -I  
mechanism with oxygen or nitrogen protonation. I.r. 
spectra,22 EH MO calculations,^^ n.m.r. spectra in supcr-
a u i u  . S u i u L l U l i . - ' ,  ■ a j i u  a  « . . u i l b i m u  a m ) i  1 ' '  i n  L i l c  i U l a i U  e
"  E. Fahr, Annakn.  1Q5S, 617, 11; IGOO, 638, I.
I. G. Csi/mad-a, S. A. Houlden, O. Meresz, and P. Yates, 
Tetrahedron, 1969, 25, 2121.
C. Wentrup and H. Dahn, Helv. Chim. Acta, 1970, 53, 1637.
M. Eigen, Angew. Chem., 1963, 75, 489.
W /
u
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rates of protonation at carbon and oxygen all indicate 
that the most libely site of protonation for primary 
diazoketones is the keto-oxygen atom. It is therefore 
concluded that compounds (V)— (VII) hydrolyse by  
/j-1 mechanisms m the presence of perchloric acid.
Figure 3 chows IIq -f  log h plotted against log â .. when- 
0-lM-hydrochloric acid is used as catalyst. Hq Values 
due to  Braude and Stern were used with the addition 
of 0-07, the difference between the pA'a value used in this 
work and that used by Braude and Stern. The use 
of «W values valid in binary mixtures is probably less 
justifiable in this case than in the case of O-lM-perchloric 
acid because of the greater salting-out effect of the chloride 
ion than of perchlorate ion; the effect may vary with 
solvent composition. There are some interesting differ­
ences between Figures 2 and 3. Compounds (I), (V), 
(VI), and (VII) give similar results in hydrochloric acid. 
The overall changes in H q - f  log k  for compounds (V), 
(VI), and (VII) in hydrochloric acid solutions are about 
twice those obtained in perchloric acid solution‘s, the en­
hancement being greater in solutions with lower water 
content (see Figure 4). A study of the enhancement by 
chloiide ion of the rate of hydrolysis of compounds (I),^" 
(V'),® and (ATI) provided evidence for the suggested  
A-2  mechanism for the hydrolysis of these substrates. 






F i g u r e  3  Hg -f- log ^  as a function of log for the hydrolyses 
of compounds (f)— (VTf) in d!r>xan-'vater mixtures containing 
O IOOm-HCI. Data for (II) were taken from ref. 4a, A ,  
values from ref. 26 (but see text). .Arbitrary constants x 
have been added to Hg -r log A as follows: (I), x — 12;
(II), % =  0-3; (III) % =  - 0  3 ;  (IV), % =  - 1 5 ;  (V), %
=  1-0; (VI), AT =  0; (\^II), % =  0-75
■r~\ (  ■w"\  ̂ t
u.v^AV-1. c V i U a I C  l A x l O  U l l l V  I V C C U  U o L c t l l l C l i
in the case of the ester (I).^--' The cffecl of chloride ion 
on the hydrolysis of the ketone (VI) has not been studied
E. .A,. Braude and E. S. Stern, J. Chem. Soc., 1948, 1976.
*• M. Bailes and L. L. Leveson, J . Chem. Soc. (B), 1970, 34.
system atically but. in the reaction in aqueous buffers 
containing chloride ion some chloro-product is formed.^' 
The difference in behaviour of (I) and that of (V)— (VII) 
in perchloric acid compared with the similarity of their 








10 50  6020 30 40
Volume % water
F i g u r e  4 [ Hg  +  log A : ) h c i  —  ( ^ o  +  log k ) n c \ o ,  for compounds 
(I)— (VII) as a function of solvent composition
suggestions 28 that the mechanism of primary diazo- 
ketone and diazosulphone hydrolyses m ay change from 
A - l  in the presence of perchlorate ion to T -2 in the 
presence of the more strongly nucleophilic chloride ion. 
The greater rate enhancement in solutions with lower 
water content is as expected on the basis of dielectric 
constant effects for a reaction between oppositely 
charged ions.
There is a fairly well defined change in the slope of 
the lines for compounds (III) and (IV) at about 30% 
(v/v) of water (log =  ca. 0-89) in the presence of 
hydrochloric acid. Below 30% (v/v) of water
the slope is much more negative than it is above it. 
Also with both substrates the corrected rates are in­
creased by changing from perchloric to hydrochloric acid 
below’ 30— 40% w^ater, and decreased at higher water 
contents (see Figure 4). In both particulars (slope of the 
correlation curve and rate enhancement bv chloride ion) 
in solvents containing less than 30% water, the reactions 
of compounds (III) and (I\") behave like those in which 
chloride is involved in the rate-determining step. It is 
possible that (III) and (IV) hydrolyse by an A-2 mechan­
ism, or concurrent T - S e 2  and .4-2 mechanisms, in these 
mixtures in the presence of hydrochloric acid.
The lower values of H q 4- log k witli hydrochloric acid 
than with perchloric acid for compounds (III) and (IV) in 
solvents containing m oie than lw>% water can be ac- 
couiued for by consKienng m e greater structure- 
breaking effect of chloride than of perchlorate ion (this is 
well illustrated by the solubility gap o b s e r v e d i n
** C. \V. Thomas and L. L. Le\’C5on. J. Chem. Soc. (B), 1970, 
1061.
^ 5
^  q  " j
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dioxan-water mixtures containing iM-hydrochloric acid; 
no such gap occurs with iM-perchloric acid). Less water 
is available for stabilisation of the transition state by 
solvation, and the rate of reaction is decreased when 
perchlorate is replaced by chloride ion. Thus protona- 
tioii m ay persisl as the late-ue let mining step in solvents 
containing more than 30% water.
The rearrangement of the butene (IT) is the only reac­
tion of those studied whose rate is decreased in all solvent 
mixtures by the change from perchloric to hydrochloric 
acid (Figure 4). This is consistent with the structure- 
breaking effect of chloride ion and the known inability of 
chloride ion to participate as a nucleophile in the rate- 
determining step in this reaction,^ which also accounts 
for the difference in behaviour of this substrate and (I) 
in hydrochloric acid solutions. W ith compound (II) as 
with (III) and (IV) there is a change in the slope of the 
correlation curve in Figure 3 at ca. 30% water; this is
approximately the point at which the minimum occurs 
in the acidity-function curve and m ay be the composition 
at which a significant change occurs in the solvent struc­
ture. The larger inhibiting effect of the chloride ion in 
solvents containing less than 30% water may simply 
reflect its greater structure-breaking effect in solvents 
with low water contents (with 1 M-hydrochloric acid 
m iscibility is incomplete when less than ca. 20% of water 
is present). However it is possible that the change in 
slope is associated with a change from largely inter­
molecular involvem ent of water in the rate-determining 
step to largely intramolecular involvem ent as the propor­
tion of water in the solvent decreases.
W e than k  Mr. P. A. Sm ith  for preparing the sam ple of 
diazo-(4-m etliy lph en ylsu lph onyl) m eth ane and for som e  
kin etic  m easurem ents w ith  it.
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Kinetic solvent isotope effects for some acid-catalysed 
reactions
L Leveson and Cecil W  T h o m as
School of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering. University of Bath, Bath BA2 7AY
In the Tabic arc listed kinetic isotope cfTects’ An/An for 
some acid-c;Ual>sed reactions in 50 per cent (r/v) dioxan- 
water or deuterium oxide and 80 per cent (v/v) dioxan-water 
or deuterium oxide containing hydrochloric acid. The re­
actions studied were the hydrolyses of  G-diazoduorene (I), 
phenylbcnzoyldiazomcthanc ( 11). ri-diazoacetophenone ( 111), 
and ethyl diazoacetate (IV), and the rearrangement o f  I- 
phenylbul-2-en-l-ol (V). The meaning of  X per cent by 
volume of dioxan* and the spectrophotometric method of  
late measurement^ have been described. Stock solutions of  
hydrochloric acid in deuterium oxide were prepared by dis­
solving Ipdrochloric acid gas in deuterium oxide and diluting 
the concentrated solution with deuterium oxide. Stock 
solutions of  hydrochloric acid in water were prepared by 
diluting the ‘AnalaR* acid with distilled water. The stock 
solutions were standardised by titration.
A recent study^ of solvent clVccts on the rates of hydrolysis 
of  compounds (I) and (II) indicated that the mechanism may 
involve concurrent A-Sr,2 and A -2  routes in dioxan-water 
mixtures containing O Tm  hydrochloric acid, the A -Sk2  
route predominating in solvents containing more than about 
30 per cent of water and the A -2  route becoming more 
important at lower water contents. The kinetic solvent 
isotope effects are consistent with this suggestion, Au/Ad 
changing from 2 6  to 1-5 (a factor of  1 7 )  for (1), and from 
1 9 to 1 -3 (a factor of 1 -5) for (II), as the proportion of  water 
decreases from 50 to 20 per cent. Our results compare with 
values of Aji/Ad of 1-37 (87 per cent ethanol-water, H C l,  
25") reported"* for (1), and 1 41 (66-67 per cent dioxan-water, 
0-1m IIC104 , 20 ) and 2-4 (40 per cent dioxan-water, 0-2698m  
HCIO4 , 25^) reported' for (II).
Solvent elTect studies-’ on the hydrolyses o f  compounds  
(III) and (IV) did not indicate a change in the A -2  mechanism  
with solvent composition. The reactions of  these twr» sub­
strates give kinetic solvent isotope efleets which do not dilfcr 
greatly in solvents containing 50 per cent and 80 per cent 
dioxan; the ratio of  A u / A d  in 50 per cent dioxan to that in
Tahic Kinetic soh cn f  isotope effects  in dioxan-Matcr or D ^O  mixtures  
contain in}4 hxdroehloric acid
S ubstrate  Au /Ad in 50  per A n 'An in 80  jx-r
cent d ioxan  cent d ioxan
9-diazofliiorcne ( 15 C) 2 6 (0  100m IICl)
phcnvlbcn/osldia/orricihanc 1-9 (0 100m HCl)
(25 C)
<.j-diazoaeetophenonc (25 C) 0 27 (0 IOOm IICl)
ethyl dia/oacclale (25 C) 0 27 (0 010m HCl)
l-p'hen>lbui-2-en-l-ol (50 C) 0 IS (0  010m HCl)
1 5  ( 0 1 0 0 m H C l )  
1 3  (0  100m H C l )
0  .to (0  100m H C l )  
0 31 ( O O I O m  H C l)  
0 39 (0  IOOM H C l)
80 per cent dioxan is 0 9 for (111) and (IV). A value for 
An,/Ad of 0  35 has been reported'’ for compound (IV) at 25 C.
The rearrangement of compound (V) i.s considerably 
slower in 80 per cent dioxan-water than in 50 per cent 
dioxan-water in the presence o f  0 -1.\t hydrochloric acid.-' 
It was suggested that this may be due to a change from a 
largely intermolecular (A-2) rearrangement involving transi­
tion state A to a largely intramolecular ( A - l )  rearrangement 
involving transition state B as the proportion of water in 
the solvent decreases. The change in Au/Ad from 0-48 in 50 
per cent dioxan to 0-39 in 80 per cent dioxan is consistent 
with this suggestion.
1 1
, 0 0 + 05#
u /  \  /  \ X ',H H H H It 11
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Acid-catalysed Solvolysis of 2-Diazo-4'-methoxy- and 2-Diazo-2-phenyl- 
acetophenone in Aqueous-Organic Mixtures
By Leon L. L eveson * and 0 .  W arner T hom as ,  School of Chemistry, University of bath, Bath BA2 7AY
Rato constantsforthe hydrolysis of 2-diazo-4'-methoxy- and 2-diazo-2-phenyl-acetophenone are reported together 
with Hg acidity functions in dimethyl sulphoxide-water, ethanol-water, and methanol-water mixtures containing 
dilute perchioric acid. The hydrolysis of 2-diazo-2-phenylacetophenone has been studied in ' neutral ' dioxan-  
water mixtures and in dioxan-vzater mixtures containing 0.1 M-hydrochloric or-perchloric acid. Results of some  
kinetic isotope effect studies ara reported Graphs of log (observed rate constant) against Hg are linear for 
reactions in perchloric acid solutions of fixed solvent composition. The effects of changing the solvent composition 
in the presence of 0.1 M-acid are correlated by plotting Hg + log (observed rate constant) against log (activity of 
Vv'ater). 2 - Diazo-4'-n'iethoxyacetophenone appears to hydrolyse by an A-1 mechanism in all the solvent mixtures 
studied. The kinetic behaviour of 2-diazo-2-phenylacetophenone is less consistent: in some conditions an A -2  
route seems to be preferred ; in others an A-Sk2 route seems more likely : in some cases the reaction is not first order.
I n  a j'iévioiis paper  ̂ the rates of some acicbcatalysed 
reactions in dioxan-water mixtures were correlated by 
plotting Hq r  log k against log r?w where //,, is the Ham­
m ett acidity function, k the apparent first-order rate 
constant, and a-.v the activity of water in the mixture. 
The expectation of a linear relationship between 
H q - f  log k and log r?w follows if the Bunnett - relationship 
(1) for solvation effects in aqueous solutions is assumed 
to apply to the results obtained with acjueous-organic 
solvents. In equation (1) /, s, a, and b rejiresent the
constant -f- [(t — s) — [u — Zgji'ig hw (Ij
numbers of molecules of water of solvation associated 
with the transition state, the initial solvated state, the 
indicator conjugate arid, and the indicator base respec­
tively. The assumption should be valid provided that 
the activity of water is the only important rate control­
ling factor apart from the acidity function, and that the 
values of t, s, a, and 6 are unaffected by solvent compo­
sition.
Earlier results  ̂showed that the assumption is probably 
true for dioxan-water mixtures in that approximately 
linear correlations were obtained for a number of reac­
tions. In the present work the rates of acid-catalysed  
hydrolysis of 2-diazo-i'-m elhoxy- (I) and 2-diazo-2- 
phenyl-acetophenone (2) have been studied in various 
aqueous-organic solvents to see if the same correlation 
as used previon.sly is of value. The solvents used in this 
work provide a greater test than before of the assumption
' C. W. Thomas and L. L. Leveson, J.C.S. Perkin II ,  20.
' J. J'. Bunnett, J. .Amcr. Chem. Soc., 1061, 83, 4056.
® L, L. Le\cson and C. W. Thomas, / , Chem. Soc. (B), 1967, 
680.
because the available range of water activity is much 




C - C H N ; C-CPhN2
1 ) ( 2 )
EXPERIMENTAL
M ateria ls .—  2-D iazo-4 '-m et]ioxy-  ̂ and 2-diazo-2-phenyl- 
acetop iicnone ' were prepared as p rev iou sly  described. The  
purification of d ioxan  and w?-nitroaniliae have been d es­
cribed.^ D im eth yl su lphoxide w as purified"* b y  fractional 
distilla tion  from calcium  hydride under reduced pressure o f 
nitrogen. I ’urified d im ethyl su lp hoxide w as stored under 
nitrogen in a dry l>ox. E than ol and m ethanol were A ristaR , 
used w ithout further purification. S tock  solutions of acids 
were prepared by d ilu ting  .AnalaR acids w ith  d istilled  w ater  
and standardised t>y titration . D euterium  ox id e  contain ing  
> 9 9 .7 7 %  -H for *H w as supplied  by N uclear M agnetic  
R esonance L im ited .
Methods .— T he m easurem ent o f a c id ity  functions has 
been described.* R eaction  rates were m easured spectro- 
ph otom etr ica lly  as described in an earlier paper.* R eactions  
w ere follow ed to  90%  conversion . R eported rate constan ts  
which were reproducible to  ± 3 %  are th e  m ean of a t least  
tw o  values.
T he description of th e  so lv en t as ' r% (v/v) organic  
com ponent ’ has th e  sam e m eaning as before.’’
R esu lts  are co llected  in T ables 1— 3.
* C. C. Price and D. D. Corinclitc, J . Amer. Chem. Soc., 1966, 
8 8 , 4039.
' L. L. Leveson and C. W, Thomas, J. Chem. See. [B), 1969, 
1051.
/v jL '. iff. riCOka.̂
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T a b l e  1
K ate co n sta n ts (lO^A/niiir*) for tlie  hyd rolysis of (1) and (2), 
and  Hg a c id ity  fun ctions in d im eth y l su lp h ox id e-w ater, 
e th a n o l-w a ter , and m ethano 1-w a te r  m ixtures con ­









[HC1 0 4]/ r- ----^ —, ,----- .
M (1) (2 ) Hg (1) Hg (1) Hg
0.025 2.97 2.59
0.05 ■ 6.98 2.26
0.065 9.64 2 . 1 2
0.08 6.99 4.84 2.23 1.67 2.48 1 2 .6 2 . 0 2
0 , 1 0 7.37 5.52 2 .2 1 2.25 2.37 17.1 1.92
0 13 3.27 2 . 2 2 25.9 1.76
0.14 1 0 .0 8 .21 1.98
0.16 1 1 .8 8.91 1.94 4.58 2.09
0.18 13.8 1 0 .6 1.84 5.46 2.03
0 . 2 0 16.4 11.5 1.76 6.35 1.94
* Graphs of the integrated first-order rate equation were
non-linear for the hydrolysis of (2 ) in 90% ethanol--  and
mcthanol--water mixtures.
similar to the behaviour of Hq in dioxan-water mixtures 
containing O.lM-perchloric  ̂ or -hydrochloric® acid, the 
acidity function passing through a maximum as the 
proportion of non-aqueous component increases. The 
m axima occur at greater mole fractions of organic solvent 
than is the case with the dioxan-w ater system . Acidity 
function values reported for dimethyl sulphoxide-water 
mixtures are very close to those calculated for 0 . 1m-  
hydrochloric acid using W olford’s data,’ taking pA’a 
2.50 for m-nitroaniline (Table 2). For a given mole 
fraction of organic component the acidity of the O.I.m- 
perchloric acid solutions is in the order methanol >  
ethanol >  dimethyl sulphoxide.
log k-H^ Relationships.-—T \\q results in Table 1 
demonstrate the acidity function dependence of the rate 
constants. Graphs of log k against H q are good straight 
lines whereas graphs of log k against log Ch+ are generally 
curved.
Restdis for 2-DiazoA'-methoxyacetophenone.— Figure
T a b l e  2

















30 12.7 13.8 1.53 (1.63)
35
40 11.7 10.3 1.79 (1.82) 6.87 * 1 .6 6 1.50
45 1 0 . 6 1.87 (1.89) 5.13 7.35 1.84
■ 50 7.37 5.52 2 .2 1  (2 .2 1 ) 3.97 6.03 1.97 1 2 .2
55 5.25 2.30 (2.30) 3.30 4.04 2.06
60 4.48 3.07 2.50 (2.48) * 2 . 2 0 8.89 1.77
65 2.30 8.50 1 .8 8
70 * 7.46 1.97
73 2.73 1.42 2.83 (2.77)
75 7.68 2.03
80 2.26 1.08 2.93 (2.87) 8 . 2 0 2.04
82 1.77 2.42
85 1 0 .6 2 . 0 0
86 2.55 0.91 2.95 (2.88)
































• Graphs of the integrated first-order rate equation were curved, f Figures in parentheses are for 0.1m-HC1, computed from the 
data of Wolford.'* f For (2) graphs of the integrated first-order rate equation were non-hnear or linear with non-reproducible slopes.
DISCUSSION
Acidity Functions.— Ih o  variation of the reported 
Ham mett acidity functions with solvent composition is
T a b l e  3
R ate  co n stan ts for th e  hyd rolysis of (1) and (2) in w ater.
and D M SO -D jO  and dioxan-D ._,0 m ixtures a t 24.95 °C
Solvent Substrate |[HCIO4I/M A/min *
Water (1) 0.1 5 31 X 10-1
40% uM SO -D ./) (1) 0 .1 5.09 X 10 1
80% DMSO-D.O (!) 0 .1 8.69 X 10"*
40% DM SO-D;o (2 ) 0.1 *
80°o DMSO-DjO (2 ) 0 .1 6.00 X 10-»
25% Dioxan-D^O (2 ) 0.1 «
25% Dioxan-DjO (2 ) 5.51 X 10-2
* Graphs of the integrated first order equation were curved.
1 shows values of H q +  log k plotted against 1 - f  log 
rt-vv for (1) in various solvent system s. Except for the 
results ® for dioxan-water mixtures, which have been 
included for comparison purposes, the correlation curves 
each consist of two approximately linear portions with 
an abrupt change of slope in the region, log =  —0.2 to 
—0.1, most probably due to a change in mechanism or to 
a failure of the assumption of constancy of the degree of 
hydration.
The sim ilarity of the correlation curves in different 
solvents suggests that there is no gross change in mechan­
ism from one cosolvent to another. Since (1) almost
« E. A. Braude, J. Chem. Soc., 1948, 1971.
* R. K. Wolford. J. Phys. Chem., 1964, 6 8 . 3392.
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certainiv  ̂ hvdrolyses by an .4-1 route in dioxan-w ater  
mixtures Figure 1 suggests that this is the likely mechan­
ism at high water contents in the other solvent system s
01 02 03 0 4 05 06 07 08 OO 10
Mog
F i g u r e  1 - f  log k as a function of log (activ ity  of water! for 
tl'.c hydrolysis of (1) and (2) in U.lM-HClO^ solutions. For 
convenience 0.40 has been subtracted from th e values of -f  
log A for (2). V alues of a , for n ietlianol-w ater were commuted 
from J. A. V. B utler, D. \V. Thom son, and W. H. M aclennan, 
J.  Chem. Soc.,  1903, 674; for e th anol-w ater  from H. W. F oote  
and S. R. Scholcs, J.  Amer .  Chem. Soc.,  1911, 33, 1309; for 
dim ethyl su lp h oxid e-w ater from J. K enttam aa and J. J. 
Lindberg, Snomcn Kemi . ,  1960, B33, 32. D ata  for results for 
d ioxan -w ater m ixtures are from ref. 5 and A. L. N’ierk, 
Z. anorg. Chem.,  1950, 261, 283. A, (2) in D M SO -w ater; B, 
(1) in eth anol-w ater; C, (1) in m ethanol-w ater; 1.), (!) in 
D M SO -w ater; E, (I) in d ioxan -w ater
studied. The kinetic solvent isotope effect for (1) in 40%  
dimethyl sulphoxide-water {kujky, 0.23) is in agreement 
with this suggestion  ̂ and the value, 0.20 in 80%
dimethyl sulphoxide-water, suggests that the mechanism  
remains .4-1 throughout the range of solvent compositions 
studied Thus the change of slope of the correlation 
curves for (I) is due to changes in hydration. The more 
positive slope of the correlation line at low activit\' of 
Wat cl is (.unsisLciit wiiii a decreasen hydration of the 
initial state relative to the transition state, z.e. [t — s) is 
greater than in the highly aqueous solutions. At the 
same time [a — h) is likelv to be smaller than in highly 
aqueous solutions: the hydration of the indicator con­
jugate acid will be less and of the neutral indicator about 
the same [i.e. very small).
Using the value of the measured rate constant in pure 
water together with tiie value of /% for O.lM-perchloric 
acid in pure water (0.5—0.7) obtained by extrapolation of 
the results for dimethyl sulphoxide-water mixtures the 
value of //(, -i- log k is reckoned to be between ca. 0.2 and
0.4. All four correlation curves extrapolate to values 
within this range in pure water. It is difficult to get 
values of - f  log k at high activity of water because 
acidity functions and rate constants are very sensitive 
t^ solvent composition under these conditions. Also 
reactmin rates are becoming relatively fast and the limiL 
of the acidity function range of wi-nitroaniline is being 
reached. Further, the \ ’alues of â . used are tliose for
 ̂ E F. Coctzce and C. D. R itch ie, ‘ Solute-Solvent. lu ter- 
acti'-'HS,’ Marf-ei D ecker, iVaidcahcad, 1969, ch. 7.
J.C.S. Perkin II
binary solvent mixtures, not for solutions of 0.1 M-t cid. 
Considering the relative crudity of the extrapolations the 
approximate coincidence of the values of Hq |  log k in 
pure wafer is enrnnraging.
Results for 2-Diazo-2-phenylacetophenone.— Earlier
work  ̂ had shown that the graph of H q -f- log k against 
log «W for (2) in dioxan-water mixtures has a positive 
slope in the presence of O.lM-perchloric acid, and a 
negative slope in the presence of 0.1 M-hydrochloric acid 
in the range of solvent compositions studied. As the 
correlation curves ought to extrapolate to roughly the 
same value at log a* =  0, and this did not seem to be the 
case, the work was repeated and the range of activity  
of water extended as much as possible. The results, 
together with the earlier ones, are correlated in Figure 2. 
It can be seen that although the slope of the line is 
consistently negative for the results with hydrochloric 
acid solutions, it changes sign for the results with per­
chloric acid, so that the lines do extrapolate to roughly 
the same value in water. The point of inflection occurs 
at log ca. 0.07 [ca. 50% v /v  dioxan). The question  
again arises as to whether the inflection is a result of a 
change in mechanism or due to changes in hydration.
Previous studies on the perchloric acid catalysed  
hydrolysis of (2) in aqueous dioxan led to the conclusion 
that the mechanism is /1- S e2 m solutions containing as 
much as 6 0 water. Investigations of solvent  ̂ and
aPo8 •
0 4
0 8 2  0 8 4  0 6 6  0 8 8  0 9 0  0 9 2  0 9 4  0 9 6  0 9 8  10
'-log 0̂
F i g u r e  2  / /„  -f- log k as a function of log (activ ity  of water) for
th e  hydrolysis of (2) : [ j ,  O, results of this work; A . previous 
resu lts.‘ Values of Uw are those for the binary so lvent m ixture  
(see F ig ii'c  I). A, D.M SO-water, O.IM-HCIO4; B , d io x a n -  
w ater, O.Ui-HCl; C, d ioxan -w ater , v.lM-HClO^
kinetic solvent isotope effects showed that the hydroly­
sis is probably by concom itant A-2  and /1-Se2 routes in 
the presence of hydrochloric acid, the A-2  route being 
more important in dioxan rich mi.xturcs, and Ihe A -S e2  
route predominating in water-rich solvents. It is there­
fore suggested that 2-diazo-2-phenylacetopltenone hydro­
lyses by an 4 - 5 e 2  mechanism in the presence of per-
® J. B. F. N . E ngbcrts, N . F . B osch, and B . Zwancnberg, 
.Rec. Trav.  chim.,  1966, 85, 1963.
L. L. L eveson and C. W . Thom as, Chem. and Ind. ,  1973, 094.
FI
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ciilonc acid tiirougliout the range of dioxan-water 
system s studied. Tiie infection in the correlation curve 
in 1 igure 2 is due to changes in hydration in much the 
o way as has been proposed for (1).
It 1' interesting tliat the rate of reaction is significant 
111 ' neutral ’ dioxan-water mixtures containing <  ca, 
v /v  dioxan. The ‘ neutral ’ reaction is first order in
2-diaz(j-2-phenylacetophenone.
The correlation curve for the hydrolysis of (2) in 
dimethyl sulphoxide-water mixtures is included in 
1 figure 1. For (2) the line has a more positive slope than 
for (1). This suggests that the mechanism of hydrolysis 
of (2) is .4-2 or .4-Fg2 at high proportions of dimethyl 
sulphoxide (the slope of the correlation curve is expected  ̂
to increase in the order .4-1 <  A 2 <  y4-5jo2). The 
observed value A'n/Tei, 1.8 for a solution containing 80%  
dimethyl sulphoxide is in the range expected® for an 
.l-5i.;2 reaction. Because of the curvature of the graph 
of the integrated first-order rate equation for the hydroly­
sis in a solution containing 40‘'.„ dimethyl sulphoxide- 
deuterium oxide the ratio An/A|, could not be evaluated. 
Howe\'er the reaction appears to be .4-.Sj.;2 in water-rich 
dioxan-water mixtures and is likely to be so in water-ric h 
dimethyl sulplioxide-water mixtures. Thus, once again, 
the change in slope of the correlation cure e is due to 
changes in hydration.
The correlation curves for dioxan-w ater and dimethx l 
sulphoxide-water mixtures containing 0.1 M -percliloric  
acid extrapolate to approximately the same \a lue at 
log a«. =  0 ([figure 2). An experimental value of thi^ 
intercept could not be obtained because of the insolubility 
of the substrate in water.
.Graphs of the integrated first-order rate ecpiation were 
curves or non-reproducible straight lines for the per­
chloric acid catalysed reaction of (2) m methanol-water 
mixtures, in ethanol-water mixtures containing r-hO",, 
or < 40%  ethanol, in 40%  dim ethyl sulphoxide-deuter- 
ium oxide mixture, and in 25",, dioxan-deutcrium  oxide. 
The mechanism of hydrolysis of 2-diazo-2-phenylaceto- 
phenone is obviously very sensitn e to solvent composi­
tion.
Diagnostic Value of Solvent Effects in Aqueons-Orgame 
Mixtures .— In applying B unnett’s treatment to reactions 
in aqueous solutions the acidity functicm and acti\ ity of
water are changed by altering the acid concentration. 
With aqueous- organic solutions it is possible to keep the 
acid concentration constant at a convenient value (thus 
avoiding \ariations in the ionic strength), and to change 
H q and by varying the proportion of water in the sol­
vent mixture. This means that substrates that are 
insoluble in water can be studied. In rnanv acpueous- 
organic mixtures /% passes through a maximum which 
means that reactions can be studied in solutions ha\ ing 
the same acidity function but different activities of 
water. Although the range of acidity functions is 
relati\'ely small in a(]ueous--organic mixtures containing 
a fixed concentration of acid a resulting advantage is that 
only one indicator is needed to measure //„. .\s  has
been pointed out  ̂ it follows that tiic relati\e slopes of 
graphs of log k against log a.  ̂for different substrates
in a gi\ en mixture should depend on relatixe \xilnes of 
(/ — s) since the contribution [a — }>) of the indicator to 
the slope is the same in each case. The relative slopes 
for acid-catalysed reactions sliould be in the order .4-1 <  
4- 2 <  -4—.8i.;2.
The results reported here show that the correlation is 
a reasonable one. (,raphs for (1) and (2) in different 
sob ent system s are straight lines wiiich for a particular 
substrate extrapolate to approximately the same value 
in pure water. 14le change in slope of the lines can be 
exjilained m terms of ( iianges in hydration. The slope 
of tiie line for (2) is more positive than that for (1) in 
dimethyl sulphoxide-water and dioxan water niixtuies ' 
as expected if the hydrolysis of (2) is .4- S k2 and of (I) is 
.1-1. (fi)inparisons using the other solvent mixtures are 
unfortunately not jrossible due to the erratic kinetic 
behaviour of (2). It ajipears that by far the most 
discriminating sob ent mixture is dioxan-water in the 
composition range 10 1)0% dioxan, perhaps because of
the small degree of interaction of water with the co- 
sob en t. 1 his t \p e  of study is probably most useful 
wlien conii>aring the beha\ iour of a series of substrates of 
the same structural type, for which solvation effects can 
be assumed to be similar.
We thank .\Ir. 1\. Jow ett and Mr. I. Siiaw  for m aking som e  
of tlie  kinetic  m easurem ents and fur Ixelpfui d iscussion.
[6/323 Received, 16/A February, 1976]
Electron Impact Spectra of 
2-Diazoacetophenones
C. W . Thomast
Organic Chemistry Laboratories, Bristol Polytechnic, Coldharbour Lane, Bristol, England 
L. L. Levesen
University of Bath, Claverton D ow n, Bath, England
T h e m as: spectra of nine 2 -d ia zo a ceto p h en o n es are reported . R earrangem ents are exam ined by m eans of low  
electron  vo ltage m easurem ents, deuterium  labelling and high resolution studies.
IN T R O D U C T IO N
T he thermal and photochem ical reactions of 2- 
d iazoacetophenones and sim ilar 2-diazocarbonyl com ­
pounds have been studied.'"^ The mass spectrum of 
2-d iazoacetop hcnon e has been described briefly^ but 
no system atic study of nuclear substituted 2- 
diazoacetopnenones has been reported. The mass 
spectra of related 2-diazoketones^"'*’ and 2- 
d iazosu lphones"  have been studied. This paper pres­
ents mass spectral data for 2-d iazoacetop henon cs and 
discusses the spectra with particular reference to rear­
rangem ent processes.
R E SU L T S A N D  D ISC U S SIO N
/
C O C H N ,
(1) X  = H 
(4) X = p-C H j
(7) X  = m -F
(2) X  = p -C H ,0  
(5) X  = m -C M j  
(8) X  = m-Ci
(3) X = p -C H ]C H .O  
(6) X = p-F  
(9) X = m-Br
The spectra are presented in Table 1. 
a-F ission
In each case, the m olecular ion undergoes a-fission  
losing 41 mass units to produce a benzoyl or substi­
tuted benzoyl ion (Schem e 1). W ith the exception  of
COCHN
-C H N j
S chem e 1
-CC»
the ion derived from 3'-brom o-2-d iazoacetop h en one  
(9) there is little change in the intensity of the benzoyl 
ion as the substituent is changed. There appears to be
no sim ple relationship betw een the intensity of the 
oxonium  ion and the electronic nature of the sub­
stituent. With the exception  of 9 , each com pound  
gives by a-fission  a benzoyl ion of m oderate to strong  
intensity.
Rearrangements
2-D iazoacetop h en on es undergo fragm entation also, by 
a rearrangement sequence which involves stepwise loss 
of nitrogen, carbon m onoxide and a hydrogen atom . 
C om pounds 8 and 9 lose a halogen atom instead of a 
hydrogen atom in the third step (Schem e 2). That loss
COCHNj y
O'-C O . :cH
nife 89
mi e  63
Schem e 2
of nitrogen occurs before that of carbon m onoxide is 
shown by accurate mass m easurem ents for com pounds 
1- 4 . Except for 2 the form ulae of the [ M - N ^ - C O p  
and [ M - N t- C O - H ] '  ions were also so confirm ed.
t  Author to whom correspondence should addressed.
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Table 1. Mass spectra of 2-diazoacetophenones
Compound m /e  (relative intensity)
1 37 (4) 38 (10) 39 (20) 40 (4) 45 (6) 50 (17) 51 (27) 61 (3) 62 (9) 63 (27)
64 (14) 77 (49) 78 (4) 88 (5) 89 (64) 90 (72) 91 (6) 105 (65) 106 (5) 118 (10)
146 (100, [M]t) 147 (10)
2 38 (6) 39 (6) 50 (14) 51 (32) 53 (3) 61 (3) 62 (8) 63 (12) 64 (7) 65 (3)
74 (5) 75 (4) 76 (6) 77 (44) 78 (4) 79 (4) 89 (11) 90 (13) 91 (25) 92 (12)
105 (12) 108 (5) 119 (4) 120 (11) 133 (9) 135 (84) 136 (8) 148 (5) 176 (100, IMjt)
177 (11)
3 38 (5) 39 (14) 43 (3) 50 (15) 51 (32) 52 (9) 53 (4) 62 (8) 63 (15) 64 (5)
65 (10) 74 (5) 75 (4) 76 (6) 77 (32) 78 (30) 79 (6) 89 (6) 91 (4) 92 (3)
93 (6) 105 (31) 106 (30) 107 (4) 120 (33) 121 (3) 133 (20) 134 (13) 149 (72) 150 (9)
162 (4) 190 (100, (Mjt) 191 (15)
4 38 (5) 39 (19) 41 (5) 49 (12) 51 (23) 52 (10) 53 (5) 61 (3) 62 (8) 63 (18)
64 (4) 65 (13) 74 (5) 75 (4) 76 (5) 77 (20) 78 (37) 79 (3) 89 (9) 90 (3)
91 (33) 92 (4) 102 (8) 103 (47) 104 (30) 105 (4) 119 (86) 120 (8) 132 (7) 160 (100, (Mjt)
161 (10)
5 38 (6) 39 (22) 41 (5) 50 (13) 51 (28) 52 (13) 53 (4) 61 (3) 62 (8) 63 (21)
64 (5) 65 (16) 74 (6) 75 (4) 76 (5) 77 (27) 78 (43) 79 (4) 89 (10) 90 (3)
91 (40) 92 (4) 102 (10) 103 (56) 104 (31) 105 (3) 119 (75) 120 (8) 132 (12) 160 (100, (ML)
161 (12)
6 37 (4) 38 (5) 39 (6) 41 (3) 44 (6) 49 (3) 50 (15) 51 (9) 54 (5) 56 (3)
57 (18) 61 (6) 62 (14) 63 (12) 68 (8) 69 (8) 74 (9) 75 (21) 81 (14) 82 (10)
86 (4) 87 (3) 88 (5) 89 (7) 94 (4) 95 (44) 96 (4) 106 (11) 107 (87) 108 (90)
109 (8) 123 (78) 124 (7) 136 (6) 164 (100, [MK) 165 (11)
7 37 (5) 38 (7) 39 (8) 41 (6) 44 (6) 49 (3) 50 (17) 51 (10) 54 (6) 56 (4)
57 (21) 61 (7) 62 (17) 63 (15) 68 (8) 69 (10) 74 (10) 75 (22) 76 (3) 80 (3)
81 (17) 82 (11) 86 (4) 87 (4) 88 (5) 89 (8) 94 (4) 95 (37) 96 (3) 106 (10)
107 (100) 108 (86) 109 (7) 123 (47) 124 (4) 136 (9) 164,(96, 65 (11)
8 36 (6) 37 (4) 38 (6) 39 (10) 43 (4) 44 (8) 49 (29) 50 (14) 51 (8) 61 (5)
62 (13) 63 (22) 64 (3) 73 (7) 74 (8) 75 (17) 76 (5) 77 (3) 85 (4) 86 (3)
87 (47) 88 (3) 89 (100) 90 (10) 111 (23) 113 (8) 123 (6) 124 (21) 125 (4) 126 (7)
139 (49) 141 (17) 152 (4) 154 (4) 180 (71. IMIH 181 (7) 182 (23, |M]:)
9 37 (7) 38 (10) 39 (13) 41 (7) 49 (6) 50 (25) 51 (6) 61 (7) 62 (16) 63 (29)
64 (3) 73 (6) 74 (17) 75 (14) 76 (13) 85 (4) 86 (5) 87 (6) 88 (7) 89 (100)
90 (9) 155 (7) 157 (7) 167 (3) 168 (3) 169 (3) 170 (3) 183 (10) 185 (10) 224 (16, [Mjt)
226 (16, [Mjt)
The steps involving loss of nitrogen follow ed by 
carbon m onoxide are represented as rearrangement 
processes because: (a) low electron voltage m easure­
m ents dem onstrate an increase in the relative inten­
sities of the rearrangement ions as the voltage is 
lowered'^ (Table 2); (b) distinct m etastabic ions are 
observed in each case for these tr a n s it io n s '^ w ith  the 
exception of the m etastabic ions for nitrogen loss in 
the spectra of 4'-m ethoxy- and 4'-ethoxy-2-  
diazoacetophenonc. In the case of the unsubstituted  
2-d iazoacetop henon e, m etastable ions are observed  
for the loss of nitrogen and carbon m onoxide, appar­
ently in one step, and for the losses of nitrogen and 
carbon m onoxide separately. So it is possible that the 
losses of nitrogen and carbon m onoxide are, in part, 
concerted, although this is not necessarily the case.'^  
The corresponding three m etastable ions are observed
for all the substituted 2-d iazoacetop henon es, with the 
exception of the two ions m entioned above. The W olf! 
rearrangement"' is w ell known in the therm al and 
photochem ical reactions of 2-diazocarbonyl com ­
pounds and it has also been reported in the mass 
spectra of som e 2-diazocarbonyl com pounds.^”'® It is 
likely, therefore, that 2-d iazoacetop henon es undergo  
nitrogen loss by this m eans to produce ald oketenes  
(Schem e 3). A cyclobutenone structure is also possible  
for this radical ion.'^
The radical ion at mass 90  and the ion at mass 89  
pioduce strong peaks in the spectrum  of 1 of relative 
intensity 64 and 72% respectively. The latter peak was 
not reported by Folïani and co-workers^ w ho reported  
peaks at m /e 41 , 51, 77 , 90 , 105, 118 and 146 only. 
Low electron voltage studies (Table 2) suggest that the 
transition 9 0 —>89 does not involve rearrangem ent
T able  2 . E ffect o f ionizing energy on  the relative abundances o f ions due to  rearrangem ent 
and sim ple  fission
Com pound Relative abundance ratio 70 eV 18 eV 15eV 12 eV
2-Diazoacetophenone [118]/([118] + [105]) 0.158 0.268 0.437 0.875
[90]/((90]+ 11051) 0.542 0.650 0.715 0.933
[89]/([89]+ 11051) 0.500 0.333 0.210 —
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b ecau se the peak at m /e 89 decreases in intensity  
much m ore rapidly than that at m /e 90 , as the electron  
voltage is low ered . Furtherm ore, there is only a very 
w eak and narrow m etastable peak for this transition. 
Ions at mass 90  and 89 have been observed in the 
spectra of benzofuran derivatives, and dehydrot- 
ropylium '^ and benzocyclopropenyl'^  structures have 
been  proposed  for the ion at mass 89:
and H
In the present instance, the transition 9 0 - > 8 9  does  
not appear to involve rearrangem ent and therefore the 
corresponding ions should have similar m olecular 
fram ew orks. It is difficult to propose a satisfactory  
7-m cm bercd  m onocyclic structure for the ion at 
m /e 90 . and since benzocyciopropene is a known sta­
ble compound'^' and cyclopropcnyl cations arc 
stable it is probable that both ions have bicyclic 




A nalogous ions are observed in the spectrum  of 3'- 
n uoro-2-d iazoacctop h cn on e (7 ) . The m olecular ion 
loses nitrogen and carbon m onoxide to yield a radical 
ion of m /e 108, which loses a hydrogen atom to give an 
ion of ;n/e 107 which elim inates acetylene (Schem e 5).
mle  107
Schem e 5
mle 10 mje 81
W hen this com pound (7 )  is labelled  with deuterium  in 
the sidechain there arc som e significant changes in the 
ion intensities. Labelling has little cfleet on the [M p  
and [M -  N gp  ion intensities which suggests that the 
sidechain C— H bond is not involved in this step. 
H ow ever, the [ M - N , - C O ] -  and [ M - N 2 - C O - H ] "  
ions arc changed significantly in intensity as would be 
expected  for ions form ed by reactions involving C— H 
fission (Table 3). Furtherm ore, in the spectrum  of the 
labelled com pound hydrogen and deuterium  loss occur 
in the ratio of 3 : 2  from the ion at mje  109, and this, 
despite the facts that this ion contains an H :D  ratio of 
4 :1 and that the primary kinetic isotope effect should
T able  3 . E ffect of deuterium  labelling on the spectrum  of 3'- 
n u o ro -2 -d iazoacctop h en on e
Compound







1 6 5 1 0 1 0 0
1 6 4 9 6 —
1 3 7 — 9
1 3 6 9 —
1 0 9 7 5 7
1 0 8 8 6 6 3
1 0 7 1 0 0 4 3
favour hydrogen loss. This suggests that the deuterium  
atom  is in a favourable position in the ion (Schem e 6).
" T  ^  F
D —




The spectrum of 2 ',3 ',4 ',5 ',6 '-d5-2-d iazoace- 
tophcnone is com pared with that o f the unlabelled  
com pound in Table 4. In this case the radical ion  
[ M - N ^ - C O ] -  loses hydrogen and deuterium  in 
the ratio of 1 :2  indicating again that the less num er­
ous isotope is in a favourable position. A quantitative 
interpretation of these labelling studies is evidently not 
possible because the m agnitudes of the kinetic isotope  
effects arc not known, nor are the extents o f scram bl­
ing. It seem s reasonable to rationalize the results for 
labelled 7 in terms of little scram bling and an isotope  
efleet o f about 1.5, but such an app’.oach  is not 
successful with labelled 1. The [ M - N j ] -  ion is rela­
tively weak in all the spectra and there is no clear, 
system atic substituent cifect on the intensity of this 
ion. H ow ever, the ions [M -  -  CO ]- and [M - N ^  —
C O -H J *  generally increase in intensity as the sub­
stituents becom e more electron withdrawing, with the 
exception  of com pounds 8 and 9, presum ably because  
facile halogen atom loss occurs in these two cases. 
Thus, it appears likely that the [ M -  N ^ - C O p  and
T able 4 . Effect of deuterium  labelling on the spectrum  of 
2-d ia zo a ceto p h cn o n e
y  COCHN, D ^  \  COCHN,
Relative intensity (%)
0  0  
Relative intensity (%)
(ML 1 0 0 9 2
[M- N J t 1 0 2 3
I M - N j - C O j t 7 2 1 0 0
[ M - N 2 - C 0 - H 1 + 6 4 3 1
[ M - N j - C O - D L 6 2
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[M -  Np -  C O -H ]*^ ions, in the spectra of 2- 
d iazoacctoph en oncs, possess cyclopropenoid  struc­
tures, but the location of the substituents in these ions 
is uncertain.
4 '-eth oxy-2-d iazoacetop h en on e (3) undergoes frag­
m entation (Schem e 7) to produce 
CO]- and ions, but high resolution
studies reveal that the spectrum is further com plicated  
by ethylene elim ination from the [M -N j]^  ion. A ll 
the ions in Schem e 7 had their form ulae confirmed by 
hifih resolution mass m easurem ent.






E X P E R IM E N T A L
The mass spectra were recorded on an A .E .I. M S -12 
spectrom eter at an ionizing potential of 70  eV  using a 
direct inlet except where otherw ise indicated. A ccu ­
rate mass m easurem ents were carried out using an 
A .E .I. M S-9 spectrom eter.
The 2-d iazoacetop henon es w ere prepared by react­
ing the acid chloride with diazom cthanc in anhydrous 
diethyl ether in the presence of triethylamine.^^ Each  
product was recrystallizcd twice, at least. T he m elting  
points were in agreem ent with the literature 
values.'^’̂ '*"'̂  The tem perature of the ion source was 
m aintained betw een  20 and 45 °C to prevent thermal 
decom position. A bove 45 °C thermal decom position  
was noted is som e cases. 3'-N itro-, 4'-nitro-, 4'-brom o- 
and 4 '-ch loro-2-d iazoacetoph en one were also studied, 
but relatively high tem peratures were required for 
volatilization with consequent therm al decom position  
and so the results are not reported in this paper. 
3 '-F liioro -2 -d ,-2 -d iazoacetop h en on e. 3 '-F luoro-2-d i- 
azoacctophcnone ( l . Og)  and anhydrous sodium  ace­
tate (0 .16  g) were dissolved in purified dioxan (3 cm^) 
and deuterium  oxide (0.9 cm^, 99% ). The solution was 
allow ed to stand for 24 h at room  tem perature, in a 
sealed llask. The solution was evaporated under re­
duced pressure until the volum e was about 2 cm^, then  
deuterium  oxide was added to precipitate the product 
which was recrystallizcd from anhydrous hexane. ’H 
n.m.r. and m.s. m easurem ents indicated that the pro­
duct was m ore than 95% labelled . 
2 ',3 ’,4 ',5 ',6 '-d 5-2 -D lazoacetop h en on c. d^-Brom oben- 
zene was carbonated via the Grignard reagent to give 
2 '.3 ',4 '.5 '.6 '-ds-b en zoic acid. The acid was treated with 
thionyl chloride and the resultant acid chloride was 
converted to the d iazoketone by the m ethod of N ew ­
man and Beal.'^ R ecrystallization three tim es from  
3 0 -4 0  °C petroleum  ether gave the d iazoketone which  
was shown bv m.s. to be m ore than 98%  labelled.
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